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THE MOST PROFITABLE CROPS.
The question of the employment of
farm help is one that confronts the farm«ml < ouu»elIor* at Law,
iilariu) ·
er at present its never before.
First, beMaink
Nukwaï,
Block.
cause of the difficulty of finding reliab'e
Hathaway
.tnd intelligent men who can be hired to
4 ΡΑΚΗ,
I do far.η work, and second, because of
the high prices demanded, not only by
Attorneys at Law,
good help when such are possible to be
MAINS.
BETHEL,
found, but by those who are incompeKllerj C. Park.
Herrlck.
tent and unreliable.
Of course good
A MUon K.
A.M., M.D.,
help ;u> a rule will not work on the farm
ΠΟΚΑΤΙΟ WOODBURY,
at less prices than can be commanded at
other industrial occupations, neither can
Physician A Surgeon,
they be reasonably expected to do so.
MAINΛ.
SOI'TM PARIS,
But the fact still remains that the maStreet.
14
High
Ί
rvMence,
..,r.·
jority of farmers cannot pay the high
wages that capable men command in
|)1»BKK Α PA REER,
other lines of business, hence the farmer
at Law,
is compelled to employ cheap help,
Attorneys and Counsellors
M A INK.
which almost invariably proves unsatisKl MFORU KAL1.S,
factory, or gauge his farm operations to
A Special ollectlou Itepartment.
Ralph T. Parker the standard of his home supply of
b«or*e l· Blsltee,
available labor.
HICK,
L.
It is'rue that the use of improved
farm machinery makes it possible for
Surgeon Dentist,
the farmer to accomplish very much
MAINE.
more than under the old system, hence
>">L"TH PARIS,
he can handle his work with less man
All "·.· i'*l work warrante·I.
labor than was formerly demanded. The
A
SON.
JUNKS
P.
farmer *o help himself out needs to
M'K'.h
I
υ
study carefully the system of farming
Dentists,
that with the least man labor can be
MAINE.
This study will
made most profitable.
NORWAY,
lead him to devote attention mainly to
I»*!» M:i1q St.
those crops that can be produced largely
»LBKKT υ. I*ARK,
with the use of team and machinery,
and call for the employment of the least
Licensed Auctioneer,
hard labor. In deciding on what crops
MAINE.
S..(Ttl PARIS,
to produce he will reasonably select
Mo-lcrate.
Tern:*
those best adapted to his farm, keeping
in view the art of production, without
K.SMITH,
going into detail in recommending any
i.
ti: ed system of farming, as each farmer
Attorney at Law,
is best qualified to determine what lines
MAINE
NtUiW AY,
of farming to pursue and what cops to
Coilectlcns aepeolaity.
Borne Biuck.
We would, however, call attengrow.
tion to two crops that for a majority of
5. HARLOW,
fanners who are limited for help seem to
meet the wants of the situation, as they
Attorney at Law,
«iAïNK.
can be produced largely with team and
ULXIT1KLD,
machinery, at small expense. 1 refer to
the grass crop as pasturage and hay, and
J.
to the mixed grain crop. The grass crop
of Maine is of more value than all the
other p-oducts of Maine farms, and yet
no other crop receives so little care and
GRANGE BLOCK,
attention, as a rule.
NOR-vAY.
Over Advertiser Office,
There is no question but that our
grass lands should be given more attenwanTED.
But our
t:on than they now receive.
Γ aln ή wing. children's lresses, anil aproc«,
purpo· e is to call attention to the imu rcaooaalile prices,
MBS. Ν Κ LI IK BLOOD,
portance of the grain crop to the farmer
No. tit) Main St.. SoaU> Γ art».
There
who is limited iu labor supply.
is something of a boom ahead iu the
Iw> YOUWANT11 ?
Whi'e
production of corn and the silo.
WE ARE NEVER 0·ΓΤ.
the coi-n crop undoubtedly merits all
will
us
to
"
brii.fc
when
or
the
that is said in its praise, yet
A [ t il
telephone
Lost of production is taken into account
you supply promptly.
;tnd its value as stock feed, it seems to
A W.
me it must take second place in comparout TU HA HIM, ΛΕ.
ison with a crop of peas and oats.
In one of our wide awake granges the
Ice. ( .u!. Cement, Liuie, Hair, Brick,
farmers were asked to give the cost exSand, .to.
pense of producing corn per acre and
ΓΚΟΚΙΤ»; IIHIIIU.
bushel, mixed grain per acre and
bushel, also hay and potatoes. It would
To all per-ons Interested lu either of the Estate»
hereinafter name·!
be interesting to give in detail these tigit»· Court. held at Humford lu ami
.Mai'
it to say
ot Oxford, on the llth day of tires, but space forbids. Suffice
that an average of these estimates shows
Mi. hi the year of our Lord one thousand
The following matter
nine hunlred'and one.
as
much
the com cost just about twice
en presented for the action thereupon
hav:!)»
per acre and per bushel as did the grain
hereinafter Indicated, It 1» hereby OKDKKKD:
Th.it notice thereof be glren to all pereone In.
crop, neither eostiug nearly as much as
ι.-hi* a copy of thle order to be
the market price, proving clearly the
three week* successively In the Ox·
υ
advantage of growing more of our stock
:··.-·! I', mi « rat. it newspaper published at South
t
it they may appear at a
feeds rather than buying.
the
on
it
Parle,
to
"be
held
Pro .it, Curt
To sum up, oats and peas "are much
of .lune, Α. I». 1901, at 9 of the
more cheaply raised than corn.
They
«-k in th 'forenoon, and be heard thereon If
lo uot require so much hard labor,
they -ce cause.
which is the article of greatest scarcity
Till>M\> REYNOLDS, late of Canton, del'eUtlon for license to well and convey
ceu-el
jη many farms.
They are a better grain
,*a ·■»', ae presented by Wallace K. Hutchlnsou,
feed as they are richer in protein, helpadministrator.
ing to balance the ration with our hay
HENRY s. NEWMAN ET ALS. wards. of
tnd other forage crops.
Third account presented for allowance
Mit
bv Henry It. I.uee, guardian
Oats and peas make the best soiling
ADDISON K. 1IEKK1CK,
crops anil are most cheaply grown. They
Judge of said Court.
harvested before ripening and
ian be
Λ tri e ropv—Attest
make a valuable hay, much better than
M.KKRT D. PA UK Reirlxter
When ripened and threshed
timothy.
To the honorable Board of County Comml->slonfed alone, an excellent
are even
tr- f
the County of Oxford, and State of they
Peas being a
cows.
for
feed
Mine
dairy
Τ
Inhabitant» of the town of Albany, by their leguminous plant they improve the soil
s. ι.
» duly authorized, hereby respectfully
by leaving behind a part of the nitrogen
ft μ re eut to your Honorable Board that common
which tlicy gather from the air in the
convenience and necessity require a new location snd discontinuance In the highway as
roots.
η .*
ated au<l also as now traveled In the
For these and other reasons we think
t wn
Albany. between the following point*.
next to hay the mixed grain crop stands
n
xU
eindne on the County road leading
or
at
Corner,
Hunt's
!· 1-t W iterford to
fr
tt the head.—Η. I,. Leland in Turf,
near t
..:ut where the road leading to Ν. M.
Farm and Home.
'! :.
house forms a junction with the above
dia
northerly
am· H ..unty road, thence in
rect π t<> connect wi ll the above named County
VALUS OF REGULAR MILKING.
Λ
α «..me point between the junction of the
Ν ·. ν way road and the above uamol County
The practical value of regularity iu
Also so
r»>ι·' and tli.· ho"*e of 'ames Flint.
milking has lung been recognized, but
: the< ountv roa»l leading from Albany
nu..·::
to
lavs between the
t-·»■
u-e to Bethel Hill as
rery few dairymen observe it strictly
road
Junction of the above named County
the letter every day in the season. Some
*n ti.e Count ." road leading to West1 Battel. and
me
years ago a series of tests showed
a
.t
ar the roail leullng t » C ilvln Cumthat cows milked at irregular intervals,
miiiic-"
ι, and mike such new location as requin-1 tor public travel.
dthough twice within tweuty-fojr
\\
icfore, your petitioner» ask that after
hours, shrank iu yield on an average to
ρr>. ; ..r t tice, you will view the premise», hear
t'. i-artles Interested and make such new locajach animal of half a pound daily, or
tion-an
dlscoiitlnuancee In said premises as
three and a half pounds during the pemay, to your Honorable Board, seen) to be
riod of a week.
During this time, other
demanded'bv the public.
W E. HEKK1CK.
) Selectmen
lows in the herd milked with the utof
Al'STlN HUTCHINSON,}
most regularity as to hour, morning and
) Albany.
C. G. BECKLER.
night, maintained au even How without
Hated at Albany, May 'Jth, 1901
Not caring to render the
ihrinka^e.
STATE OF ΜΑΜΕ.
tirst number wholly unprofitable, a reCOUNTY OK OXrORD.se.
turn to regular milking was made at the
Board of County Commissioner», May session,
sod of a week, but even with this it
bul.
took three weeks' subsequent time be11·' A the foregoing i>etltlon. satisfactory evl
deuce having l»een receive*I that the petitioners
fore they regained their original yielding
are re-1...nslble, and that Inquiry Into the merits
«tatus.
oft !r application Isexpedlent, IT I» Okdkrkd,
at
meet
Ou even so-called first-class dairy
that tl
Cora mlsslouers
Couuty
the .tore of A. Ki. Bean, In Albany, In said farms this subject is not given the imnine
at
cuiintv, on Tuesday, Juue 25, 1901,
that it merits, as witness how
of the dock Α. Μ, and thence proceed to portance
In said
view
mentioned
peti- L>ver-sleeping in the morning, or prothe
route
a
view.
which
after
tion, Immediately
longing evening labor in the held, are
bearing of the parties and their witnesses will lie
on the milking hour.
ha.i at -..me convenient place In the vicinity made to infringe
Bear this in mind: That if you milk
other measures taken In the premises
^ in·I -.
And
Φ as the commissioners shall judge proper.
lows at all, no other work on the farm
U :.ti> okhkkkd, that notice of the time,
are called to do is more implace an·I i>tir|>ose of the commissioner*' meeting that you
If
afore-ail I..· given to all persons and corpora^ portant than this self-same milking.
tion- Interested, by causing attested copies of
ou stay an hour late in the field at
j
be
•aid petition, and of this order thereon, to
to finish plauting a crop of powrved upon the clerk of the town of Al- evening
bany, and also posted up In tliree pub- tatoes, while your herd of cows stand
lic
publish at the pasture gate waiting to be milkpli.es In said town, and
e·! three week» successively In the Ox ford DemThe few
what have you gained?
ocrat, a new-paper printed at Paris, In said Coun- ed,
as
ty of nt'ord, the Ûrst of said publication», and extra rows of potatoes would grow
and
served
each of the other notices, to be made,
readily if planted the next morning,
i*-te·:, at least thlrtv dav» before said time or
while what you have lost in milk yield
meeting, t,. the end that all persons and corporation·. may thcu-and there appear and shew cause, may not be regained in many days of
If any they have, why the prayer of said petirenewed vigilance.
tioners should not begriuteu.
On this subject a cow is wiser than
Amsr —CHARLES IT. WHITMAN, Clerk.
Milk her at a cerA true copy of said petition and order of court some of her masters.
thereon.
tain hour a few days, and while she carΛττωτ -CHARLES r. WHITMAN, Clerk.
ries no watch, animal intelligence guides
her unerringly at the self-same hour to
a .'.i· County Commleelonere, within and for the County of Oxford :
the accustomed milking place.—George
M ··. tin· undersigned, Inhabitant» of the town,
in Nebraska Farmer.
of Waterford. respectfully a»k to have 'he E. Newell
from
Countv nu 1. .known as the Stage road),
Norway town line by East Water fori! to fcouth
W ater/or·ι, also from Klce's Junction bv North
MILK AS POULTRY FOOD.
Witerford to Albany Une, looked over by vour
as
Variety of food cheapens its cost,
Board and properly marked, and limits dedned,
le the -aine h ive been lost or are uuknown.
there is more product when the food is
Waterford, May loth, 1901.
Corn and wheat are standard
varied.
C. H. PRIDE.
)
foods for poultry, and farmers have conM. K KN1UHT, J Selectmen
V II MORSE. )
tented themselves that grain is sufficient;
L. Ε McINTlRK,
but It has been demonstrated that when
». tt. MÇIKTIRK
fresh milk is given chicks intended to
when
be sold as "broilers" the gain,
STATE OK WAME.
is
tOl STY O* OXTOBO. 8·:
milk is added to the grain ration,
Boapi of County Commlselonere, May session, nearly twice as much as when grain
1901.
alone is used. For laying hens it is betl l'os
foregoing petition, satisfactory evlas milk
'lence having been received that the petitioner» ter to give milk liberally also,
ire res).,,nslble, and that
Into the mer
the albumen of the egg, and a
Inquiry
supplies
tU of their
application 1» expedient, IT Is OK·
share of the mineral matter, which
bKRKii, that the Countv Commissioner* meet at large
is cheap
the IVst < flice at East Waterford, In said is deficient in grain. Skim milk
countv,
Monday, July 1, 1901, at nine and can be very profitably used for both
of the clock a.
thence
and
proceed
to view
«aid hogs and poultry.—Exchange.
In
mentioned
the
route
petition, lmme«llately after which view, a
of Uie parties and their witnesses will
peartug
FARM NOTES.
l*> had at some convenient place in the vicinity,
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In the premise*
judge proper- And
It la further oitt>KKKt>, that notice of the time.
Place aud purpose of the commissioner*' meet
aforesaid be given to all persons and corporations interested, by causing attested copie» of
*ald |ictltlon and of thl» order thereon to be
«rv«<| upon
the
clerk ot the town of
™
aterforil, In said County, and also poetup In 3
public ulacea la Mild town
tod published 3 week» successively In the
Oxford Uemocrat, a newspaper printed at Part»,
In said
County of Oxford, U»e iret of said publlcaUons, and each of the other notice», to be matte,
•erved an>l posted at leant thirty .lay» before said
time of meeting, to the end that all pereon» ami
corporations may then and there appear and ahew
titiwe. if any they have, why the prayer of «aid
petitlouor» should not be granted.
Aman -CHARUCS r. WHITMAN, Clerk.
A true
copy of said petition and order of oourt
him.
an.ι such other measures taJien
a» the « .uiiuilHsloners shall

m

I
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ABOUT FEEDING STUFFS
The government report at this writing
indicates a winter wheat crop of 420,000,000 to 440,000,000 bushels, and the
conditions in the spring wheat states are
favorable barring the lateness of the
season.
Shoeld the winter wheat crop
reach such a total and the spring wheat
crop be an average one the crop of 1901
would exceed 600,000,000, while the reserve from the crop of 1800 will swell
the available total to about 700,000,000
bushels for use during the coming twelve
months.
The needs of the country are supplied
by about 400,000.000 bushels a year and
there is liable to be a surplus of great
magnitude. Unless the European demand is unusally large we may see very
low prices for wheat, which would mean
a reduction in the price of Hour and in
the price of mill feeds, which enter so
largely into the feeding supply of dairy
farmers. Of course all these calculations
may be upset by unfavorable weather
conditions or by the depredations of
some insect pest before the wheat crop
is harvested, but barring these we will
probably harvest one of the largest
wheat crops ever known.
Our leading thought in calling attention to this matter is the great advantage low priced mill feed will be to the
A reduction of $3 or $3
eastern farmer.
a ton in the cost of this feed will make
the amount that
a great difference in
will be fed and in the cost of the product
also
make a differIt will
therefrom.
ence in the fertility of farms, for the
liberal feeding of nitrogenous grains
means the application of increased crop
Ruinfood and increased soil fertility.
ous as low-priced wheat may bo to the
western wheat grower the eastern dairyfrom low-priced byman reaps a profit
products that are sure to be available
from a great wheat crop.
This prospect should not deter the
farmers from planting the usual acreago
of corn, for the corn crop is needed
whatever may be the prico of nitrogenThe improved business conous feeds.
ditions and general increased demand for

farm products thereby should stimulate
the keeping of an increased number of
animals, and the growing of an increased
However low the price
amount of feed.
for western grown corn may be the farmer; of New England whose land is adapted to the use of machinery can produce
it cheaper than it costs to buy it, and
the acreage of corn should be increased.
The indications now point to a good hay
crop, and with a good supply of corn and
low-priced bran ami middlings the farmers will be in better condition next winter to feed at a profit than for several

years.
We are aware that this prediction is
based upon considerable uncertainty,
for the hay crop may yet be cut short,
the wheat crop damaged and the corn
crop cut off by droughts or Hoods, but
the farmer wlio succeeds in any lino of
farming is the one who goes ahead with
courage and a determination to make
available every opportunity for success.
Disappointments will be met occasionally for they are inevitable in every business, but the fear of these does not deter
people of energy from grasping the situation at the start and making a bold
There has not
effort to reach the goal.
been a more opportune time for increasing the cultivated area of the farm and
the number of farm animals than the
More crops, more stock and
present.
more machinery mean more business for
the grocer, blacksmith and every other
country business or profession and moro
dollars for the farmer if intelligently
Wo bedirected and closely followed.
lieve this advice is good whether the
price of wheat is high or low, but lowpriced by-products will make it still
more important and valuable.—Mirror
and Farmer.
WHO SHALL MIX FERTILIZERS?
A man has a pain in his knee, and
finds that by rubbing a certain liniment
The next
on it the pain is relieved.
week he has a headache, and, remembering his knee, he rubs the same liniThe pain gets worse
ment υη his head.
instead of better, and the man denounces
lie does not
the liniment as a fraud.
realize that the troubie in his head may
The liniment
come from his stomach.
helped his knee, but failed to help his
You see,
head, therefore it is a fraud.
this man fails to recognize that there
were two kinds of aches, each requiring
Ile is like the
a different treatment.
man who uses a phosphate, or some onesided fertilizer, and obtains good results
on a certain crop. He tries it on another
crop or soil and fails; therefore, all fertilizers are frauds.
A friend once used 200 pounds to the
acre of nitrate of soda on wheat in the
spring and increased his yield quite a
The next year he decided to use
little.
only nitrate on his potatoes, which were
plauted on a soil quite deficient in
potash. Ile got a large growth of vines,
lie said that nitrate
but few potatoes,
of soda, and, incidentally, all fertilizers,
A fair amount of
were "no good."
potash used with the nitrate would have
doubled his yield, but he would not go
down to the true causes of his failure.
Such men make a mistake in attempting
to mix their own fertilizers or to use
special substances. They will do much
better to buy the mixed goods, and always select complete mixtures.
Generally speaking, it will pay a farmer to hire experts to mix or plan for
him, unless he is willing to think and
study down to the basic principles that
The soil may have
underlie his work.
four aches, requ ring nitrogen, potash,
phosphoric acid or lime to cure them.
Unless you know which particular ache
all
your farm has you bad better use
four.—Rural New Yorker.

VERMONT MAPLE EXHIBIT.
At the annual meet of the Vermont
Maple Sugar Makers' Association in February it was proposed to make a maple
exhibit at the Pan American Exposition
The proposition met with
in Buffalo.
unanimous support from the members,
and $400 from the funds of the associaTo assist in
tion were appropriated.
maintaining the exhibit a concession
was obtained for selling maple goods
The
over the counter of the booth.
of the
booth is located in the
agricultural building and is 0^x12 feet,
with a frontage on the side and end. The
booth is made of polished rock
maple, with trimmings of the finest
birdseye maple, and is unquestionably
the finest booth in the building and one
of the best on the grounds.
The booth was prepared for the exhibits, and they were arranged by Mr.
Alpha Messer of Rochester, Vt. The
exhibit contains some of the finest
samples of maple sugar and syrup that
The maple
can be made in Vermont.
sugar market at Randolph is an imand supin
the
exhibit
factor
portant
plies any deficiency that occurs to make
the show complete in all of its details.—
New England Homestead.

gallery

CLIPPINGS.
Mr. Π. B. Gurler, the noted dairyman
ot Illinois, says ho has never yet seen
pasture good enough to keep cows from
shrinking when taken from ensilage.

A correspondent of one of our New
England exchanges, in exploiting corn
as a farm crop, deliberately asserts that
"an acre of corn might just as well be
made to produce 150 bushels or more,
Is
as the ordinary yield of 50 bushels."
We take the liberty to doubt
that so?
a
There has been
great
the assertion.
deal of good work done In growing corn,

where the
In the sections of the state
the
fruit trees bore heavily last year
be a full one. and we know of no authentic record of
bloom does not promise to
Pear a full acre producing corn at that rate.
Baldwins, especially, will be light.
if
and
Expérimenta at the Genera experifull
bloom,
a
trees are showing
no ment station in spraying fruit trees
fed,
been
have
properly
the trees
when in blossom indicate with a good
doubt will bring forth' a
that more or lees of
are rarely to be seen. degree of certainty
Caterpillars
crop.
than the blossoms are destroyed by the appll·
More spraying will be practiced
While this cutting short the
to cation.
ae
heretofqre, yet not so much ought
fruit that might otherwise set would be
be.
no damage, perhaps, in a year of bountiIt is
Now for the corn planting.
ful fruitage, yet on the other hand there
in
is
be
proper
corn
planted
are quite as many seasons when there
better that the
late than never. The no fruit ta
season, but better
spare.
laatweek in May i· the proper time.

corresponding
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TESTING THE SEEDS.

Smt AkaalMM oa tk· Pu-iau·
team Mldwar·
EXPERIMENTS TO BE MADE AT THE
The Midway of the Pan-Amerioan
PAN-AMERICAN.
Exposition will have the choicest of
world's amusement novelties. ▲
the
Exhibit of the Division of Botany of
visit to the different concessions will
the I'alted State· Department of
like a peep Into foreign countries,
Agriculture Will Deeply Interest Seem
the representation of life will be so
the Agrlcaltarlata,
true. There will be a Trip to the Moon,
The progressive agriculturist will
Beautiful Orient, Colorado Gold Mine,
be interested In the exhibit of the DiGlass Factory, Scenic Railway and
vision of Botany of the United States
Blvere,
Captive Balloon, Darkness and
PanDepartment of Agriculture at the
Dreamland, War Cyclorama,
Dawn,
American Exposition, as It relates to
Around the World, Turpin's Panoptihla
callof
first
of
the
essentials
one
con, Bostoek's Wild Animal Show, Old
ing. The exhibit will be restricted to
Plantation,
Cleopatra, Cineograph, Jeonly one of the numerous lines of work
rusalem on the Morning of the Cruciof
Division
conducted by the
Botany—

j

fixion, Diving Elks, Indian Congress,
namely, pure seed Investigations. It' Old
Nuremberg, Infant Incubator, OsSeed
work
of
the
the
represent
Venice in America, Movtrich

will

Farm,
ing Picture*, Thompson's Aerlo-Cycle,
Roltalre's House Upside Down, Johnstown Flood, Hawaiian Volcano and
Theater, Streets of Mexico, Miniature
White City, Miniature Railway, Gypsy
ious weeds.
Camp and Filipino, African, Japanese
Thousands of samples from farmers and Eskimo Villages.
The Midway covers an area of more
and seedsmen In all parts of the

Laboratory at the Department of Agriculture, where samples of all seede distributed by the Government are now
carefully tested for purity, germlnability, and freedom from seeds of nox-

coun-1

The cost of building it
also tested at this laboratory.. than 40 acres.
The amusement palwas 13,000,000.
The work is of special Interest to farm·
aces are set close together, and the
and
eeedsmen
experiers," gardeners,
have

try

are
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the Thompson Aerlo-Cycle, which
will be operated by Niagara Falls power.
Such a tempting amusement feast
as has been provided for visitors to
this Exposition lias never before been
The wonderful Midway of the
seen.
Pan-American Twentieth Century celebration Is the culmination of colossal

"I beg your pardon," nald she. "Are you
Mr. Santvoortf"
tuted for charity the name of Mr. A.
Van Cortlandt Santvoort, who was
spoken of as "my young friend."

Three-quarters to Annie, one-quarter
to Mr. Santvoort—thus the will finally
stood.

This was very simple except for one
small circumstance, which was that
nobody knew who Mr. A. Van Cortlandt Santvoort could be.
The members of Mrs. Hubbard'·
household had never heard of him. It
was a practical certainty that he had

never

been to the house.

Although several thousand newspa-

pers in the United States and many

claimants

Nobody

responded.

succeeded in proving
was really A. Van Cort-

even

that his name
landt Santvoort
At the time when public Interest in
the case was at its height a young
newspaper man named Jaffray was
waiting on a street corner for a friend
of his who had goue U> borrow $2 from
another friend when be was confronted
by a tall and beautiful maiden who
was clothed all in black.

fireplaces

nishings are all In accordance with the
The arrangement on
colonial Idea.

this door Is simple, thoroughly convenient and withal decidedly In keeping
with what the building will be used
for. Up stairs there hare been arranged six large rooms. Each New England State is allotted one, and It is used
for a rendezvous for people from that

particular

state.

This building is located on a street,
path, connecting directly with the
Grand Court and is in almost as central a position as the New York State
building. It is near the lake, In the

or

midst of over 10,000 transplanted
The cost of the
the seeds of which ere shrubs and trees.
found as Impurities New England building was $15,000.
most
in commercial seeds are represe"
A Carl ou Cklaen Ciiton.
bv living plants labeled with the
names by which they should be desigAccording to the rule sanctioned by
nated by English speaking peop e centuries of Chinese observance, no
is document can have the authority of the
wherever found. A
it bears
an exhibit of seeds of many of the®0 Imperial throne of China unless
weeds and also several kinds of com- a red spot placed there by the sovermercial seeds arranged under 40 mag- eign. To the grand council the tsungglasses accompanied by seeds 11-yamen and all other departments of

TCtwto
frequently

^

^^^e jeaturc

nifying

80 state take their business, and the grand
of the same kinds in open
that one may readily compare the mag council In Its turn considers all docu«al seed ments and attaches to each a piece of
nlfled impression with the
and note differences and distinctive red paper on which Its own decision is
Each morning at daybreak
characters that would not appear to written.
the unaided eye.
the grand council proceeds to the palThe results and importance of seed ace to submit the papers to the sovertesting are graphically represented by eign, who as each document le proseveral groups of glass tubes conta n- duced signifies approval by making a
kinds of commercial email spot with a brush on the margin
seeds. These show the ordinary com- of the red paper. With the red spot
mercial seed, the amount of
upon It the paper Is the most sacred
true to name In the sample and the thing In the world to a Chinaman; withamount of Inert matter, such as chaff, out It it may be torn to shreds with imsticks and sand, the proportion of punity.—Leslie's Weekly.
weed seeds, and finally the amount of
Oat of HI· Latitade.
germlnable seeds true to name, as de-

^

^

?ng different

P^eed

termined by test of similar «ample and
He understood all about the sun and
the proportion of waste. A comparl· the moon and the stars and something
eon of these last two Indicates how about the weather.
Indeed, he was
much Is often paid for waste In buy- popularly supposed to regulate this
ing untested and poorly cleaned seeds. last, and hie Indication of probabilities
Commercial seed growing le shown, was received as gospel by his admiring
by photographic illustrations of some, fellow citizens In a certain southern
of the largest seed farms In California, colony of Australia. He went to Engwhere the production of garden seeds land for a well earned holiday.
bas reached its highest development
He was shown over a celebrated fruit
m this
there. He was observed to be.
gnrden
Edward Lloyd.
sniffing about as If something were
asked him what was the
«•«.Ire»*»*- of · Good Stroke Oar. wrong. They
matter. "Well," he replied, "these funIs
one
stroke
a
good
During practice
fellows have trained their peach
who Is regular in his rowing and easy ny
trees
against the south side of the wall
men
to follow. He must give the big
to get the midday sun Instead of
plenty of time to finish the stroke out
the north."—London Truth.
,
He must keep them swinging eteadlly, against
ί
and in a trial over the whole or any
A· Editorial Error.
portion of the course he must get ev- "Did
ever try to start a
anybody
of
of
work
out
ounce
them,
ery possible
here?" asked the intellectunewspaper
out
rowed
are
■o that they
completely
al looking man with glasses.
without having got short or flurried on
"Tes," answered Broncho Bill; "but
the way. In a race he must know the
It failed. The editor wouldn't tend to
capabilities of his crew and must be
I
business."
able to feel how they are going, whet
"Was he a dissipated man?"
they want easing off and when they
"No; but.be Insisted on sitting at his
are capable of higher pressure, while
desk with his back to the door when be
above all he must have that degree ot
to have been standing ^wlth a six
generalship which will enable him to ought in his band and
shooter
his'j eye at a
when
decide In a well contested'Vace
knothole."—Washington
J
Btar.^
to put the pressure on In order to take
the advantage of station at a certain
•ttMuair.
point of the coarse, when to ease off
8*ale candy can generally be worked
If he la holding hie opponent at a
add
slower rate of stroke, how fa* It la over by rebelling It In the caw of
the candy
necessary for him to save hlmaelf for candle* such as lemon drops,
withdrawn by the
an effort at the end and especially In la boiled, the acid la
the sirup may
a really close contest the exact mo- um of lime or chalk, and
of that
ment at which he should make th· than be used, In the manufacture
«grande attaque.M-8aturday Bevlew. •r any otberjgpectca of candy.

Makes the food more delicious and wholesome

|

hoy ai tuam

wwntw co.,

more to be said.
Ills name was not A. Van Cortlandt
Sanvoort, and instead of claiming a bequest of 1250,000 he was waiting for
a friend to buy him a luucheon.
When Jaffray was alone, *a curious
mental process began to torment him.
There seemed to be an obscure association in his mind with the name of A.
Van Cortlandt Sanvoort. He remembered that on reading the story of the
will for the first time a similar vague
impression had been made upon him
by that name. Then it had passed In
a Hash, but this time it refused to go.
He kept saying to himself:
"Somewhere, somewhere I have met
a man of that name. Or I have seen it
in some other connection before this
will was ever heard of."
Everybody knows what It Is to chase
the shadow of a recollection round and
round In the mysterious labyrinth of

really nothing

the brain.

Jaffray nearly went mad before
night A million times he seemed to
have the fleeing phantom In his grasp,
but It always slipped away or melted
Into nothing.
Even his sleep would have been
made miserable by the ghost of Sant-

She had a halo of corn colored hair,
and her eyes were as blue as the dome
of heaven when it looks its best
"1 beg your pardon," said she. "Arc
you Mr. Santvoort?"
"1 wish I were," replied JafTray,
speaking from the impulse of his heart,
"but I am not."
He was not thinking of the Hubbard
will case. He simply wished to be Mr.
Santvoort to oblige the young lady.
It occurred to him that if he were

Jaffray.
"1

am

said,

Aiisa

auiiib

"and—and

uuuuuru,

perhaps

you

"I will Inquire of the man from
whom I buy my cards," said he,
"whether there can be anything die·
f

?... »A>

-»

about my aunt's will."
"You don't mean to say you took me
for that Mr. Santvoort?" cried Jaffray.
"Why, of course. I never saw him,"
replied the girl. "No one ever saw him
so far as we know except Miss Lane.
This is Miss Lane. She was engaged
aa a nurse by my aunt in her last ill8he Is the only person to whom
ness.
my aunt ever mentioned Mr. Sant·

voort"

"I am

fray.

deeply interested,"

said Jaf-

This was not only Interesting to him
personally, but It was news, for Miss
Lane's connection with the case bad

been published.
"It la ridiculous that I should tell
this story to a perfect stranger," said
the girl, "but Miss Lane was so sure
you were Mr. Santvoort"—
"I was alone with Mrs. Hubbard on
the fifth day before her death," said
"She was able to sit up,
the nurse.
never

him in a manner that woe
moat friendly.
voort, If a pair of sweet blue eyes and
a mass of yellow hair bad not claimed
a share of his dreams.
The next morning be said to himself,
"If I can corner that memory of mine
and choke the truth out of It, I can
bave an excuse for calling upon Annie
Annie

greeted

Hubbard."

But memory refused to be coerced,
and be was still struggling with it, a
week later, when to his great surprise
and joy he received a note from her.
"A singular thing has happened," she
"We have found Mr. Santwrote.

voort's card among my aunt's papers.
There Is an address upon it in my
aunt's hand, but no one at the house
indicated has ever heard of the gentleman. Can I presume upon your offer of assistance and ask for your advice regarding further investigation?"
Mr. JaflTray took all the money that
be bad In the world and all that he
could borrow and went out to buy a
suit of clothes, but there was not one

der.

Aek the professor If he knows that
the great seal of thw United States was
designed by an Englishman, Sir John
Prestwlch, who also suggested the motto, "E I'luribus Unurn?" Our ablest

subject A short time afterward—Indeed. while the doctor was still thereMrs. Hubbard suffered a serious relapse, and from that moment to the
end

she

again."

was

never

fully conscious

"This Is remarkable," said Jaffray.
"The chances are, I suppose, that Mrs.
Hubbard mistook me for somebody
else, though, of course, It Is just possible that you yourself may be mis-

Annie greeted him in a manner that
the
was most friendly, considering
Its
brevity of their acquaintance and

"Certainlymid f/wit obliiiiu<j portion;
"1 can tell you all about thin card."
tlnctive about this oue by which the
place where It was made or the date
when It was printed could be determined. I will do this at once, if you

wish."

"Can I go with you?" she asked, aud
of course he was overjoyed.
So they went together to a station
ery store down town, and the card ot
Mr. Santvoort was presented to the

proprietor.
"Certainly,"

said that obliging person; "1 can tell you all about this card.
I printed It myself."
"Then you know Santvoort?" ex-

claimed Jnffray.
"My dear sir," said the stationer,
"there isn't any such person. This Is
merely a sample card that 1 priutcd
last spring when the new style superseded the old method of engraving. 1
chose the name because it couldn't pos

eibly belong

to

anybody."

Annie and Jnffray looked at each
other in blank dismay. Here was a
most singular end of their quest.
"Have you any Idea how it could
have come into the possession of Mrs.
Martha Hubbard?" inquired Jaffray.
"I guess you must have given It to
her," said the stationer, with α grin.
"You took It away from here."
"I did?"
"There's no doubt about It," was the
reply. "I remember It distinctly now.
When you ordered your cards In September, you examined my samples, ami

their way, don't you know.
"Any well bred horse with a propel
lense of the ridiculous will stop when
he sees me. Hut your aunt seemed tc
think It was quite an Important matter, and she asked for my car J and
I took oue out of my
was very kind.
cardcase, ami it must have been A.
van u.s.

"I gave lier my address, and elie
marked It down and asked me to call,

but she forgot ta tell me who she was
or where she lived, being frightened
at the time, 3*ou know. The incident
I
passed entirely out of my mind.
never remembered It till this miuute."

"And, of course, aunty wouldn't menextion It, for fear of alarming us!"
claimed the girl. "It must be so. You
knew
are Mr. Santvoort, and I always
it. And, oh, I am so glad, so glad!
It
IIow terrible if we had never found

out, and you so poor!"
toShe clasped her pretty hands
at him, with a
looked
and
up
gether
tear in each of her blue eyes.
"for
"It Is very kind of you," said he,
the money would be yours, I suppose,

was

arranged.

obvloue very soon aftthat Mr.
er the events here narrated
of the
three-quarters
would
get
Jaffray
exceedingly unconventional beginning. estate in church, even if ho failed to
She was the mistress now of the big get one-quarter in court
bouse In which her aunt bad lived, and
a
■be made her visitor welcome with
Thejr Were All Tired.
The parlor entertainer has some amusgood grace.
of
alPlunging at once Into the business
ing experiences, although he Is not
the hour, she described how the card ways good natured enough to tell them
bad been found, which was very ordi- ngalnst himself. One who appreciates
a cerhand. a
nary, and then she put it Into his
Joke, however, relates that on
He glanced at it and uttered an excla- tain occasion be had been performing
so
mation of astonishment.
at an "at home" and responding to
"This is most remarkable," he said. many encores that the programme be"The address is a bouse where I used came uuusually long.
to live."
"So we were

Informed," replied

the

had failed to propose anything acJefferson. Adams,
Lovell. Scott. Hoi'ston and others wasting nearly Tour years on the task.
Frunklln proposed Moses dividing the
Red sea with this motto, "Rebellion to
Tyrants Is Obedience to God;" Adams
proposed the choice of Hercules and
men

and she was looking out of the window. Suddenly she exclaimed:
"
'Why, there goes Mr. Santvoort Γ
"I looked out and saw you passing
if no Santvoort appeared."
Mrs. Hubbard
upon the other side.
"I don't ueed it the least bit," said
seemed very much Interested. She In town that was big enough.
"I'd much rather you'd have It;
she.
begged me to run out and catch you.
The best that he bad was the one in Indeed I would."
I hurried as fast aa I could, but you which she had first seen bim, but it is
in
As there were only two parties
bad disappeared when I got upon the
probable that he was the only person interest, and they were on such excelin
a
distance,
I
walked
quite
difstreet
matter
on earth to whom that made any
lent terms with each other, the
the hope of overtaking you. but did ference.
not see you again.
"When I returned, the doctor wan
With Mrs. Hubbard. I said to her simply that I had not succeeded In overtaking the gentleman.
"She said that she was sorry, and
not another word was spoken on the

If you desire to have fan with a
learned acquaintance, ask him simple
questions about his country, Its history, financial condition, political divisions, geographical lines, climatology,
topography, etc. Questions that any
schooll)oy can answer Dr. Knowall will
stumble clumsily over, often getting a
bnd fall. There la one question that I
have never heard any one answerare the mottoes of th«
several states of the Union and theli
meaning?" Λ clever man may name
that of his own state and guess at
those of three or four of the more important sister states, but he Is unlikely
to know the meanings of any that are
in the orlglnul Latin. Try some able
professor in a crowd and see hiiu tioun-

minute he seemed to be In a trance.
"Miss Hubbard," said he at last,
"had your aunt's concliman a scar
about fhe size of a quarter of a dollar
an the right side of his forehead?"
"He had," said she. "What then?"
"I am A. Van Cortlandt Santvoort,"
said the young man. "Really, I hate
to speak of It, but the fact Is your
aunt's horses took a start on the river
drive one day, and 1 sort of got in

iu«

Who
Also Suggested the Motto
Adopted, "E I'luribn· loom."

namely, "What

replaced It."
Jaffray, who had been bending over
the low counter, suddenly straightenFor half a
ed up and became rigid.

know

vowt.

MOTTOES OP STATES.

you put this one Into your cardcnse by
mistake.
"It didn't come over me that you'd
done this till after you'd gone, ami
then I thought you'd be back, but you
1 sent your cards to you
never came.
I never
and forgot about the sample.

she would probably talk to him, and
for that consideration he would have
accepted any name In the directory.
A strongly built woman of 30, with
a kindly face and a keen eye, was Just
behind the pretty girl.
"I really cannot be mistaken," said
she, and the pretty one turned again to

ww

they fell to discussing the further investigation of the case.
The best suggestion which Jaffray
could give wag that a complete canvass HOW MANY OF THEM, WITH THEIR
of all firms or persons selling visiting
MEANINGS, 00 YOU KNOWt
cards in that city should be made and
that If necessary the Inquiry should
The Great Seal of the United State·
be extended to other places.
YVaa DcMlKned by- an EaelUhman.

everybody.

been made public?'
"Miss Lane has been In Bermuda,"
replied Miss Hubbard. "She was on
the ocean when the will was read and
has just returned."
"Would you object to my printing
it?" he asked. "I am connected with
the press."
"Not In the least," was the reply.
"It might help us. You might mention
the fact that you resemble Mr. Santvoort, and as you are undoubtedly very
well known"—
"I wouldn't do It for the amount of
the legacy," replied Jaffray. "The other fellows would guy me to death. But
if there is any other way in which I
can possibly assist you, please command me. I am Sanford Jaffray."
He mentioned the paper upon which
he was employed, and then the interview came to an end, since there was

elsewhere printed the announcement
of his inheritance, only the most bogus

connected wKh a receiver.
Actual germination tests will be ca
tied on at the Exposition as in the
Seed Laboratory at Washington,
merclal seeds will be counted, arranged In folded blue blotters, moistened
and placed In the stuudârd germinatIuk chamber, where they will be kept
at fixed temperatures favorable to gerCheck germination tests,
mination.
euch as are employed In conducting
tests with many kinds of seeds, will be
made In sterilized sand and sollln
greenhouse "flats." The number germiuatlug each day for a deflnite period
In each of the testa will be noted, and
the percentage of germination thus

τ mouuvEorroE

"If I may Inquire," said Jaffray,
"why is It that this clew has never

on

hall are the bureau of Information, the
coatroom and custodian's quarters.
On the left are lounging and writing
rooms, from which a beautiful view of
that section of the Exposition Is possible. In both these rooms large colonial
are arranged, and the fur-

Royal κτ,

*

The will of the late Mrs. Martha M. ; bcIous α very few hours afterward?"
Hubbard disposed of property amount"She was perfectly sane when she
ing to nearly $1,000,000.
saw you," replied the nurse, with proIn Its original form It divided the es- fessional calm.
tate Into four parts, three of which
"Now, 1 wonder," said Jaffray to
were bequeathed to the testator's niece,
himself, "whether there is any reason
to
Miss Annie Hubbard, and the fourth
why these people wish me to pretend
a charitable institution.
that I am Mr. Something-or-other
Various codicils had from time to; Santvoort?"
time changed the name of this instituThen he looked Into Annie Hubtion, and Anally, about a month before bard's blue eyes and was ashamed of
Mrs. Hubbard's death, she had substl- himself. It Is the besetting sin of the
young journalist to be suspicious of

long intervening distances which

motor. The device Itself, however. In
which the separation of ehafT ami llgl t
er Impurities from seed Is performed
through the action of an air current,
consists of a simple bent glass tube

Fielding.

))
^

Copyright, 1900, by

ment station workers, to whom the sub- wearied
pleasure seekers on other Midject of pure seeds Is of vital impor- ways will be agreeably lacking here.
tance.
The concessions have a frontage of
The Seed Laboratory of the Depart- something over a mile. More than 50,ment of Agriculture is well recognized 000 incuiulesccnt lamps will be used In
as the most important seed testing sta- the illumination of this amusement
tion in America. Its methods, stand- quarter. There will be 2.000 lights up-

amusement enterprise.
work.
On entering the space devoted to this
New England BnlldlnR.
exhibit at the left of the main aisle
The New Kngland building in the
one sees first in a glass case a purity
Court of State and Foreign Buildings
separating table with magnifying glass,
at the Tan-American Exposition reforceps and other tools used by experts
minds one of a âne old colonial manIn separating a sample of commercial
Its broad piazzas and terraces
sion.
of
seed into Its component parts
pure
are typical of a New England home of
seed, chaff, sand and other foreign
the Revolutionary period. The design
matter and weed seeds. Kext is a pall
Is plain, yet rich. The building is 104
of fine balances on which samples are
feet long by 52 feet wide. The walls
weighed, all percentages in seed purity
to repBe- are covered with staff, painted
tests being based upon weight.
resent red brick with white marble
a
new
combined
scales
le
the
yond
The shields of the six New
mixer and sampler. In thie a quantity trimmings.
States are placed In colore on
England
and
a
sample
of seeds is quickly mixed
the front, and there is a staff for each
of the desired amount delivered which
On the ground floor is a
state dag.
will fairly represent the entire lot. One
hall, nearly 47 feot
of the most attractive pieces of appa- large reception
by four columns, and
ratus used In purity testing Is the blast square, supported
at the rear are colonial staircases
new
a
is
also
which
Impurity separator,
in two directions from the first
device. The air blast is furnished by a leading
On the right of the reception
landing.
electric
an
driven
modern blower
by

Howard

1

Puzzling ««=»«'
ι
Bequest

»

|

ards and most important pieces of apparatus have been adopted for seed
testing at many of the State ExperiThe methods now In
ment stations.
use and innny of the Instruments and
larger pieces of apparatus have been
devised and perfected by the men in
charge to meet the necessities of the

By

η ut

Indeed it

was

ceptable, Franklin.

Jefferson the children of Israel In the
Doesn't It seem funny?
wilderness.
Some of the suggested mottoes were
"Bello vcl Pace'' (For War or Peace),
"Semper" (Forever), "Deo Favente"
(With God's Favor), "Virtue Sola In-

vlcta" (Virtue Alone Invincible), etc.
After six years the Englishman's device was adopted, and It yet remains
the arms of the United States.
If the professor Is familiar with the
obverse of the great seal, nsk him
what he has to say of the reverse, and
the chances are 100 to 1 that he cannot recollect the unfinished pyramid,
the eye In the triangle, the glory proper, the motto over the eye, "Annult
Cœptls" (God Has Favored the Undertaking), and that under all, "Xovus
Ordo Seculorum" (A New Series of

Ages). The obverse of the great seal,
with Its splendid eagle, the bundle of
arrows, the olive branch, the l.'l stripes,
the 13 stars, the glory breaking from
the clouds and the "E Pluribus Unum."
Is magnificently American, l»ut the
pyramid, the desert, the forbidding
Egyptian sky and the eye In the triangle on the reverse are simply barbarous.
The great seal of the Confederacy
by a strange arbitrament of fate was
never used. It was made In England
and reached Richmond about the time
of Its evacuation by the armies of the
lost cause and the Confederate government. Its motto was "Deo Vindlce"
(God Maintains). The seal is a handsome silver die about three Inches In
diameter, bearing an equestrian portrait of Washington (after the statue
In Richmond), surrounded with a
wreath composed of cotton, tobacco
sugar cane, corn, wheat and rlce-the
principal products of the Confederate
states. It cost In England about S'XN),
with press, wafers, seal |>*)>er8, wax,
silk cords, etc. It was presented to the
state of South Carolina about 1887 and
Is kept In the otllce of the secretary of

state.
Ask the professor ir ne rememuers
that Minnesota, founded by Americans,
Id tho only state In the Union that has
a French motto. The one originally selected and ordered engraved was Latin,
but the die was spoiled aud the French
substitute was adopted, "L'Etoile du
Nord" (Tho Star of the North). Does
the professor recall that Montana Is the
only state with a Spanish motto?
Strange that fur traders should have
adopted "Oro y Plata" (Gold and Silver). If you say that ouc state has a
Greek motto, he probably will do somi

pretty hard thinking before answering

that It Is California. "Eureka" is believed to be Greek for "I have found."
The ouly Italian motto belongs to Maryland, and It originally belonged to tho
Calvert family, "Fatti Maschl, Parole
Fein lue" (Deeds Are Males, Words
Females). To be a tritle plainer, "ManDeeds, Womanly Words." Ask the

ly

professor if he knows that Washington
is the only state with an Indian motto.
"AI-KI" is pure Chinook for by and by,
in the future or hereafter.—Exchange.
A

French XoveL

Ion—I adore her!
Narcisse—I Idolize her!
"Ha, then we nre rivals!"
"Yes, but still friends!"
"Aye, friends till death Γ
"Let us tell her!"

They tell her.

She says:
"Let us die!"
They buy C centimes' worth of char-

coal.

They Ignite

It

They inhale It

They

all die.
Vive l'amour!—J. C. Goddard'e "A

Leave of Absence."
A

Sensible Qnerj,

Ashmead-Bartlett once told a
good story about his going to Ireland
Mr.

for the first time. "As soon as I landed in Ireland 1 attempted to .look for
traces of some of my ancestors, wbd
came from the extreme north of Ire·
land.
Meeting an intelligent looking
Irishman, I Informed blm of my ml··

slon, saying that my ancestors emigrat·
ed from about that spot 100 years ago,
her
with
hostess
After It was over his
I was there trying to look them up.
him and, and
young daughter came up to
"Ye say your ancestor·
answered:
Be
after congratulating him on the success
emigrated from our town about 100
of the afternoon, said most cordially:
years ago? Thin why are ye looking
"Oh, Mr. Blank, come and have some for them here?"—London Tlt-Blts.
awhile.
for
down
sit
and
refreshments
I know you must be awfully tired."
r«dl··* and riattn.
"Yes," chimed In the sweet young
A boy was asked which was the
In
intentions
best
the
daughter, with
evil, hurting another'· feelings
the world; "I'm sure we are."—New greater
or his finger.
York Mall and Express.
"The feelings," he said.
"Right my dear child," said the grat·
Illnatratln* HI· Subject.
ifled questioner. "But why la It wsrse
"No, you can't see Mr. Blankblauk
to hurt the feelings?"
tills morning during office hours."
"Because you can't tie a rag round
he?"
Isn't
official,
"But he's a public
them."
the
in
public
"Yes, and he's engaged

girl gravely. "The address is in my
"I am perfectly certain," said the aunt's hand. She probably intended to
nurse.
communicate with you, but the card
"If yon will pardon me," said Miss ■lipped in among other papers, and she
Hubbard, "I will venture to say that could not find it"
"With
"With me!" cried Jaffray.
your appearance la very easily remembered."
Mr. Santvoort, yon mean."
Jaffray blushed. He la sensitive re"I cannot help entertaining the susgarding his size, which approaches the picion," said Annie, "that yon and Mr.
gigantic. He la β feet 5 lnchea tall Santvoort are one."
and excellently proportioned.
"And I swear to you by all that I· saHis face Is clean cut hla eyes are cred to me that we are not," he replied,
da lie and full of fire, hla hair la of a "What conceivable motive could I have
peculiar reddish brown and inclined for denying It? I am so poor tbat begalms Instead
to be curly.
gars on the street offer me
Altogether, his aapect la not only of asking them. Do you suppose I lervlce."
Many women first show sign· of ag·
unusual, but It la of the sort that would not claim this Inheritance If It
"May I ask what he's doing?"
"He's writing a magazine article on by a droop in the eyelid. This Is causdoes not need a near view for recogni- were mine?"
excessive weeption.
The questions were hard to answer, Bow Can We Improve the Officehold- ed by strained eyesight
It can be over·
"Mr·. Hubbard may not have been but the young man'· obvloua sincerity er's Neglectful Treatment of the Pub- ing. Ill health or years.
come by dally faithful manipulation.
quite herself at the time," said the was more convincing. The theory that lic Y -Cleveland Plain Dealer.
yeung man. "You say she was un con- fet wm Santvoort vu dlanlaied, and
taken."
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All legal advertisement»
ADruxisxuurra
are given three consecutive Insertions for $1 JO
par Inch la length of column. Special contract·
made with local, transient and yearly advertis-

Mine Leila Gammon.
Mrs. Roble Dow.
John A. Swan.
Capt Parson*. Salvation
Ills Honor, the Major of

Army.
Parle.

of his
in the

7haye[ injured
v^w'S
Wednesday, while at work
H'

SINGLE COPIES.

one

yes

at South

g Co·'8. factory
îrif
He was running dowel machine,
•ms. t!
Up a 8<luar« ^at looked
!»
he tested the strength of it
loubtful,

Single Copie· of the Democrat are four cents
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publisher· or for the convenience of patrons
Jingle copie· of each Issue have been placed on
•ale at the following places In the County :
South I'arls,
1'arlln's Drug Store.
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
Norway,
Noyce' Drug Store.
Stoue's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Buckfleld,
Α. F. Lewis, Insurance Office.
Fryeburg,
Paris Hill,
Mrs. Harlow, Poet OfficeWest Paris,
Samuel T. White.

«.unsta jHwt at the level of his head,
he stick broke and a piece of it went
fear that be
There
nto h,seye
lose h,s eye. and he went the next
to Portland to consult
He was assured that there is
Alist.

wi

I sFeï-

u;>rn.ng

EVENTS.

June «.—Norway High School graduation.
June 3-6.—Universalis! State Convention, Ban
gor.
June II.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Hebron.
June 11. —Meeting of State Assessors, Fryeburg.
June 12.— Meeting of State Assessors, South
Pari·.
of Oxford
June 12, 14—Quarterly Meeting
Baptist Association, Turner village.
June 12.13 Union Congregational Conference,
North Waterford.
June 14—South Parle High School graduation.
June M —Paris Hill Academy graduation.
June 14.—Meeting of State Assessors, Rumford

ÎZÎtJfT

wi"

"»■» *"

insider questions

regarding
1411(1

Baptist Circle will meet at
estry Wednesday afternoon at 2:30
lhe

J

^
Plastered.

f "?ow

ire η

u

ÎS S present.1®1^

—

th«
to

the tinishanter°oms, which
All who are inter^ Urgently

8tr'in« 00 the Sumner
P»HsT
md
nd Pans
Telephone Co.'s line last week,
md Saturday some of the instruments
*ere put ,n, and direct conversation
iad between Paris Hill and
>umner, as well as with some of the
arm houses along the way
Preaching services for the summer in
he L niversalist church will beirin next
'unday. Rev. j. C. Snow,
For
>reach every Sunday at 11 a m
he present Dr. Snow will be here

iVa'l

Falls.
June 17.—Complimentary concert to Profes'or
W. S. Wight, Bethel.
June 19.—New Century Pomona Orange, Hum

^

VSt

ford.
June 20— Kuuiford Falls High "chool graduation
June 18,19.—Oxford County W. C. T. U., Buck

Held.
Aug. 10-17.—Old Home week.

]Τ£ wfll

ADVKKTISKMCVTS.

Do You Want a #10 Suit?
Purlin'* SeldllU Powders.
Criminal Costs Allowed by County Commis-

οηίν

Sunday. About the first of July
1 ct>nie to remain during the r^
liamder of his time of supply.

J

sioners.
Wanted.
Meeting* of State Assessors.
James N. Favor.
Lost.
For Sale.
Lost.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
Notice in Bankruptcy.
Lost.

,WI

ladies

The

will

meet

to

..
Λ

clean the

We(lnes,ia>' morning

AUrCh,nv,ti»tion is
itTo®Sk
An
al?
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extended
»
all interested, and the more the bet-

at The
«Pens
J Η
e arrivals are Mrs
vi
L
and Miss Nichols, Mrs
Whole

*»th Cr5J£
5=*
«iss Mabel \ oung, Miss Edith

CONTEST.

There are indications that the nomination (or the next governor of Maine
(which, by the way), will not be made
until l'.MM, as Governor Ilill will be
renominated next year, will not go by
default.
Already there are in the field,
by their own action or that of their
friends, at least four candidates—Wil
liani T. Cobb of Kockland. Waldo Petteugill of Rumford Falls, Joseph II
Manley of Augusta, and Β. M. Fernahl
of Poland, while William T. Ilaines of
Waterville expects to announce himself
for some future nomination, though he
intimates that he does not think it will
be Kennebec County's turn again until
It is to be hoped that the number
1908.
of candidates will not dwindle down to
one before the time of the nomination
comes.
Any one of the above-named
gentlemen will make a creditable governor, and it would be refreshing to see

Maine!
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RUMPORD.

Mrs. Sarah Godwin has returned to hop
home at Rnmford Corner
was the guest of

W^lWT fann>'
Sii^
ttUrday aml
\Vm
Xf
Martin

rout

pounds.

Sunday.

from Oxford, formerly of

Si«.gns

π,·ί

? CaUght a 5-Ponnd
W VlrS,n ot" weighing 4
r

I t has rained since Sunday

ta^11-

old-fashioned stand-up
fight for the nomination. The cut-anddried manner in which, in late years Kimball
more

s'"d·' "<h°"

Nelson B. Mann.

type, fast presses, steam
power, experienced workmen and tow price·
combine to make this department of our business complete and popular.

once

Meeting Thursday

Advertised letters in Paris poet office:

ers.

PROSPECT OF A

venin#

at 7 SO ρ u

Ββτ· Η· H. Blabop,

ionday.

JosPnorrue.—- Sew
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Ir£ÎÎ.MnhUrCiJ'

Gertrude IIarlow returned to
Mrs. C. P.
Jixheld last Thursday.
I.irlow accompanied her to remain until

Tkrxj :—#1.30 a rear If paid strictly In advance,
otherwise #400 a year. Single copie· 4 cent·.
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"Mtor
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A. K. Fokbxs.

Gwmi M. atwood.
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he DOINGS OF THE WEEK

TCK8DAT8.

an

*

an<1 w»lter Abbott are
8008 of Miss Juli«tt

have been decided in offices and
WEST BUCKFIELD.
hotels, and the choice formally ratified
Miss Vinia Bonney is at home this
in convention, hits its drawbacks as well
and it would be a week.
as its advantages,
Gertie Bonney was at home from Norgood thing for the people of the state
and the Republican party as well, to way Sunday, the 25tli.
wife and little Lena,
Ô. D.
change the method of procedure for a
called at II. II. Buck's Sunday.
while.
A meeting at the Darnit school house
A GOO'J EXAMPLE.
Sunday.
Prince
Memorial exercises at the
Oxford County officers and their volschool house Wednesday afternoon.
unteer assistants seem to be setting a
Ktliel
came up from Turner
pretty good pace for the rest of the state Centre Bradbury
Friday and staid until Sunday.
to follow, in the matter of catching
We
hear
that
Sadie Austin's school
burglars. With the capture of the East h:is closed.
Hebron burglars last fall, and the AndoMrs. A. J. Warren of North Buckfield
week, burgver post office burglars last
was at Harry Buck's Friday.
lary in Oxford County for the past year
Fred and Mont Bennett worked at the
has shown a balance on the wrong side
The village Tuesday.
of the ledger for the offenders.
papers in our Maine cities, which are deBYRON.
ploring the freedom with which the
Κ. Ε. Taylor went to Rumford Falls
in
the
to
are
burglars
operate
permitted
Wednesday to buy lumber for his camp
"rural sections" of the state, might do
to be built on the Decker reservation.
well to take note of this, at the same
He with his father, P. D., and Uncle
time that they are sending out reporters
Morradin Taylor and G. L. Hall are to
to investigate safe blowings almost
go up Friday next to build. They will
within sound of their own offices.
use their naphtha launch.
Buckskin Sam came out from the
MEMORIAL DAY AT BUCKFIELD.
Lakes Tuesday. He sold his horse in
May 29 there was considerable done
Gardiner.
to beautify the resting places of the
Ellery Poland is hauling hay from M.
dead, although the general weather
S. Whitney's to Rumford Falls. Dunton
prevailed. On this day some of Buck- Lumber
Co. has the hay. He makes
off
to West
fields ^>rators slyed
lias quite a
BucklitTO to Miss Thorn's school to three trips per week. Ile
lot to haul. He looks with pride at his
give vent to pent up patriotism, and we team which he
recently bought of
are inclined to the opinion this was
what we attributed to distant thunder Edwards at Lewiston.
The wet weather delays planting someBucktield abounds,
on that afternoon.
in this section.
and has fur a long time, with native what
A. S. Young recently saw five deer in
eloquence.
one drove.
Others have seen quite a
May 30 the forenoon was devoted to number at different times
feeding in the
decorating the graves of the soldier fields.
dead. At the afternoon service at the
The railroad survey is completed as far
Methodist church, the post exercises
as Indian Rock.
The distance is about
were rendered under the direction of
nine
miles, passing east of Baldhead
Commander J. Fl Packard, then the
schools participated with very interest- Mountain, and skirting the shore of
Lake. The surveying party
ing exercises of song, recitations, etc., Oquossoc
Kennebago
under the direction of superintendent F. are now at work along
The curve near
A. Robinson. Tlios. S. Bridghain -fol- stream toward Canada
station is to be straightened, the
lowed with an appropriate address, then Byron
Mr. Munson, but owing to ijrade cut down considerably and the I
came Kev.
station
moved near the road which will
the late hour his remarks were very
be an improvement.
brief.
We have just heard of the burglary at
Although Bucktield sent out a great Andover
post office and of the capture
amount of talent to other towns, Capt.
C. H. Prince to West Peru and Kev. B. i)f the two burglars in Roxbury notch.
contests

V^arren,

F. Turner to East Sumner, we held bottled eloquence galore.

OICKVALE.
is sawing his hard wood
lumber, but is getting along well.
Parties are negotiating for Charles E.
Knox's farm, which is rich in mica.
Apple and plum trees are in full
bloom, and there are no caterpillars to
contend with here.
J. C.

BAPTIST QUARTERLY MEETING
The quarterly meeting of the Oxford
Baptist Association will be held at
Turner village, Wednesday and ThursProgramme as
day, June 12 and 13.
follows:
WKUSKSDAT

ΑΚΓΚΚΧΟΟΧ.

1 30. Social Service.
2:30. Annual Business Meeting.
3 DO. Sermon by Kev. Β. V. Turner.
to Get our People to Pray.
3:43.
Dtscuwlon opeoe<l by Rev. G. W. Colby.

Wyman

BETHEL.
BUCKFIELD.
Union services were held in the ConThe Oxford County convention of the
N. C. T. U. is to be held at this place £ regational church Memorial Sunday,
'he church was very prettily decoratcd
Tune 18 and 19.
Memorial Sunday was observed here rith fijige and bunting. A very interestig sermon was preached by Rev. O. S.
>y a discourse at the Baptist church by
'illsbury, pastor of the M. E. church,
Sev. Mr. Turner. General report has it
a
hat it was an able and appropriate ef- pecial music had been prepared by
hoir of twenty voices, which was finely
fort.
John Murch has been to 'Lewiston to endered.
Hon. James S. Wright has been called
>btain material for library purposee. He
9 Bethel twice this week to hear cases
îas been greatly handicapped from the
The first
ried before Justice Bennett.
start. Everything has seemed to drag,
Else was Godwin against Aiphonso Penind now a car of shingles are supposed
jy for taking a bear-trap that the
:o be this side of Aroostook County.
jrmer claimed.
Friday a case was
These things and the continuous wet all
before the justice that it is
:onepire to make it anything but inter- roughtwill
have a wholesome effect,
ring. He has obtained his shingles oped
orao of the boys thought to have fun
rom Lewiston.
anging a Maybasket, but have learned
C'has. P. Hatch of Deering came to
here is a difference between good» pure
own on his automobile Sunday and bas
The boys were fined $ô
un and insults.
>een treating some of the people to
s piece and costs, and it is hoped that
ides on the machine.
to a very troubleWm, C. Spaulding of Caribou has been t his will put an end
β ome element that has become a nuirisiting his native heath ofjate.
Buckfield Jrs. vs. Cantons played a s ance.
Memorial Day was observed according
came of ball on the school grounds
although the cold and
Saturday. The game resulted 15 to 14 t ο the program,with
the outside exercises
The Buckfield ι ain interfered
η favor of the Cantons.
considering s omewhat. At 2 o'clock p. m. the 6. A.
>oys did wundrouH well
x
1 t., Relief Corps, and the school children
heir size.
v^ere escorted to Odeon Hall by our
Water soaked is the word. We infive
end no infringement on the rights of 3 oung drum corps, composed of
he regular weather contributors, but 1 ads: Jack Carter, George King, Frank
he weather is remarkable for its wet- 1 iing, George Bartlett and Frank RobThe boys deserve much praise
less so we speak of it for readers far < rtson.
I or their patient practice, and the sue·
iway.
Prayer was offered by
Mrs. Lucy Skillings made her annual < essful results.
S. Pillsbury, the school children
;rip to Biddeford Tuesday. She goes to 1 lev. O.
t'isit f> iends, and carry flowers to the f ang several stirring selections, ifnder
1 he direction of Miss Jennie Gibson,
ζηινβ of her soldier husband.
Rev.
Mrs. Dr. Heald and child took tlu· vith Alice French accompanist.
irai η Wednesday to visit relatives in ] iates S. Rideout gave a very fine adand
was
both
instructive
which
< irées,
Massachusetts.
After the benediction by
A. A. Farrar, Jr., of Brockton, Mass., i uspiring.
iev. Arthur Varley, the veterans marchis visiting his patents.
Aiuial Jones is among his old friends < ed from the hall escorted by the drum
md neighbors, coming from Massachu- :orps, and another Memorial Day passed
i nto history.
setts.
Last week's account of the program
Four of the Democrat's correspondents
Chapel was marvelby chance congregated at Buckfield 1| jiven in Garland
While your correspondent
the 27th of May, and what an aggrega- jus (?).
tion of obesity. Slocum to represent would not detract from Mrs. Sturdivant's
she could not reasonably
dignity, Hartford for beauty, John for nu si cal talent,
alone.
muteness, and echo answers for the other. jo expected to execute a duet
Mrs. Emma Jewett, after spending Mrs. Sturdivant and Miss Chamberlain
lid, however, render a fine piano duet
some weeks with her nephew, Benj. Gerwas
rish, returned to her sister's home on η a very artistic manner, which
warmly applauded.
South Hill Thursday.
Commencement week of Gould Acad·
Stanley Bisbec and family of Rumford
?my began Sunday, June 2, with the
Falls were in town Memorial Day.
G. M. Atwood of Paris was in town baccalaureate sermon by Rev. Arthur
Thursday. Perhaps, looking for some Varley.
The baccalaureate services in the
place unsupplied with a speaker, if so
he ought to have known better than to Congregational church were of unusual
excellence. The sermon by Rev. Arthur
come here.
The sun appeared for a moment Fri- Varley was a powerful discourse. Text:
that are behind,"
day. A fight commenced, the sun with- "Forgetting the thingswere
in pink and
ifcc. The decorations
drew. It stood not still.
They were
green, the class colors.
tastily arranged. -The singing by the
BRYANT POND.
choir was beautifully rendered.
Quinby Perham had the misfortune to large
Mr. Charles Ryerson died at his home,
break his ankle and sprain his hip re"The Riverside," last Saturday morning
cently. Ile is doing well, but it will be after several months of illness. He is
some time oefore he will be able to reMr.
survived by his wife and one son.
sume work on his farm.
has been one of the busiest men
of
Homer Crooker, son
Elbridge Kyerson
in the
operations and will be
Crooker, met with au accident while much lumbering
Funeral Monday aftermissed.
playing the game of hide and seek re- noon at the residence, Rev. Arthur Varcently. He fell and put his elbow out
of joint and splintered the bone. Dr. ley officiating.
Bennett of Bridgton attended him.
WFST BPTHEt.
Mrs. Grace Wing accompanied Thomas
"Nodding buttercups crowd together;
R. Day to Portland to the Maine General
K'jev clouds on the orchards swing;
Slant oil the building robin's wing,
Hospital and is caring for him days.
All In the shining, showery weather,
Mrs. Day is caring for Mrs. Wing's little
Fitfully falls the rain of Spring.
boy. Mr. Day is not improving any at
Over the tufted plumes of willow
this writing.
Circles the dusky-banded bee;
Miss Ethel Ford has arrived home
Murmuring «till of the hive le he;
from Massachusetts.
While, on the brooklet's mimic billow.
Scatter the blooms of the rifled tree."
Alden Chase is gaining in lioalth
slowly.
"Leafy June" has come.
Ellsworth Hill is at home from Berlin
Miss Gertrude Burgess has a new biFalls on a short visit.
cycle.
Horace Cushman of Berlin Falls was
George W. Merrow was at home from
on
at home for the Masonic meeting
North Yarmouth over Sunday.
Leon II. Tyler runs his meat cart to
Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Nathan Small of West Paris is Bethel Hill on Monday and Thursday of
each week.
visiting Mrs. Annie Day.
On account of the rainy weather and
Edgar and Edith Briggs visited their
bad condition of the roads, the yard sister, Mrs. Etta Cummings, in Albany,
services of A. M. Whitman Post were on Sunday last.
omitted. The comrades decorated the
Work on the mill is being hurried
by along as fast as possible, and the magraves, and were then escorted
Locke's Mills band to Grange Hall where chines will soon be running.
the address was delivered by Judge HcrFarm work progresses slowly on acrick of Bethel in a very able manner. count of frequent storms, and more
also
Judge Whitman of South Paris was
planting will be doneita June than in
present. Good music was furnished May.
Fred McLeod, keeper of the village
during the services by the quartette,
Charles Hill, W. G. Morton, Mrs. narry hotel, has bought a large, four-seated
Estes and Mrs. James Day, and the carriage, which he is running with four
band.
horses.
Miss Lida Farrar has been in poor
E. G. Wheeler rode to the village one
health and been a great sufferer for some day last week, and we hope to soon see
years. Dr. Yates of West Paris has more local items from hie pen in the
been her attending physician. lier in- Democrat.
He
tentions now are to go to the Maine
M. O'Reilly has lost his pot dog.
General Hospital at Portland for treat- was run over by a freight train in the
ment. Dr. Yates will accompany her.
evening on the first crossing west of
Hans Muller and Roy Stearns of Water- Bethel station, and so badly injured that
ford arrived at James L. Bowker's Satur- lie died the next morning.
day afternoon and stopped over Sunday.
There are thirteen graves in Lakeside
EAST WATERFORD.
cemetery for the comrades of A. M.
Charles II. Hodgdon passed
away
Whitman Post to decorate with the tlag
Sunday at the age of 57. He leaves a
and wreath. Three of them are brothers wife and
daughter, Mrs. William Buck
of J. L. Bowker, who enlisted in the 14th
of Norway Lake. There was a large atMaine Volunteers. Anson Bowker was tendance at the funeral
Wednesday, his
a member of the 2d Maine regimental
brother and others from away being
band; Charles Bowker of the 1st Maine
Services were by John A.
present.
Light Infantry; Galon Bowker of the Logan Tost, G. A. R., of Harrison, of
2:>d Maine Volunteers. All responding
The rewhich he was a member.
country in her mains were placed in the tomb at Pine
nobly to the call of
time of peril.
Grove Cemetery, Norway, four members
Emerson Billings met with what may
of the post acting as bearers. Mrs.
While
workprove a serious accident.
Ilodgdon intends to stay on the farm
his
in
around
barn
the
ing
Billings with boy they lately adopted from the
a
he
on
nail
stepped
neighborhood
Good Will Farm.
driving it nearly through his foot. It
I). W. Sanderson and Miss Mabel
the
of
his
son
Herman
help
required
Drake are at L. M. Sanderson's a few
who was with him to pull the nail out.

tjieir

<

days.

MEXICO.

NORTH 8UCKFIEL0.
Still man A. Reed spent most of List
Mrs.
Martha Record and Maggie
week running lines between lots owned Ileald started for
Salem, Mass., the 20th
near Mexico Corner.
ult.
Clark Houstin has had a plan of his
Mrs. Jule Mayhew came to her old
land back of Park's store made, building home a few
days ago.
lots staked and those lots are now on
Carl Heald lost hie Davenport horse a
the market.
few days ago.
George M. Welch has sold his house
E. F. Bicknell and wife of Norway
and lot at Ridlonville to George A. were at his father's the 26th ult.
Brown of Carthage.
Win. Cummingsand his three boys are
Another house lot has been sold on
cutting wooa for Mrs. I. A. Spaulding on
Mrs. Ëtta P. Richards' land.
the Harris place, which she lias lately
Claude Brown from New York has bought.
moved into Ε. E. Virgin's new cottage.
Chas. Damon thinks of staying on the
James Gill has moved into the tene- [>ld
place this season.
ment vacated by Edward Scully in the
Samuel Holmes has gone to Oxford on
John O. Kidder house.
% visit.
L. E. Wortliley from Bethel has movThere was a business man from I$ucked into tho John X. Bradeen house. Mr. lield
village in our place this week, who
for
is
Lyman Brooks, liad occasion to call at noald Bros.'
Worthley working
who has tho contract to build a cottage mill.
While there a belt broke, which
for Mathew McLeod on River Street.
caused quite a commotion.
The man
David A. Leavitt is building a house from the lower
village made a break for
for Thomas Penley of Rumfonl on the the
door—part of the time erect, and
Roxbury road.
part of the time on all fours, but he got
The Furbish brothers are building just »ut, and said he was
He
very scared.
north of the cemetery on the Harlow
thought he had rather live a coward than
Hill road.
lie a hero.
Scores of people bearing strange names
The sound of axe, hamare among us.
NORTH PARIS.
mer, and all kinds of business racket is
Miss Ida M. Abbott arrived homo last
heard around us, and we cannot see any
of the beauties of nature opposite week for her summer vacation.
Mrs. Denliam has sold her farm to a
Mexico Corner, in what was Peru a few
years ago, for the brick walls of big mills Mr. Kimball who will move there this
all.
that were not there only a year ago.
The dust is now well laid and the
Miss Jennie Farnum from Rumford
Centre spent three days of last week vater stands on many pieces intended
1 or sweet corn.
with Mrs. Enna Park.
The roads are so softened up that they
We are now waiting impatiently for
the 24th of June when the county com- ! ire nearly as bad as when the frost
uiissioners meet to determine the bridge < omes out in the spring.
juestion, the bridge at the mouth of
Swift River. More than 200 names of
Mr. and Mrs. William Hooper visited
ulult residents of Mexico have asked for ,t P. A. Crawford'e last week.
the
We
need
and
location.
he
bridge
Children's Day will be observed by
< :onfidently expect it.
y Vest Paris Grange June 22d, in the
L. C. Robinson, who several years ago a fternoon.
1 cepfr the hotel here, after a long absence,
Mrs. Marian Abbott of Saco is visiting
1 îas moved here from Weld, and lives in j er
daughter, Mrs. R. B. Nevers.
1 he Mathiae Haines house.
Mr. and Mrs. America Andrews visitS. D. Wilkins and wife, who have e d his
sister, Mrs. Stephens, at Bryant's
f pent considerable time here this spring,
j 'ond May 29-30.
: ,re now at Woodsville, Ν. H.
Mrs. J. G. Crawford is being visited
b y her daughter, Mrs. Page.
Mrs. R. B. Nevers is on the sick list.
OXFORD.

EAST SUMNER.
Our card of last week failed to come
Topic:—llow
to time.
Well, it was rather a wet time
for mail trains or 'most anything else but
WKl>»BSl>Ar KVKKINli.
iucks and twitch grass.
But grass is
7:15. Selection· by the Choir
looking finely, and the future prospect is
7 SO. Sermon by Kev. Ν. M. Slmuiomts.
8:15. Social Service, Kev. T. J. Ranmlell.
not at all discouraging.
THC US >A Y MOKMIMU.
Telephone lines are still increasing,
β 00.
ind will yet give us close connection
Karly morning prayer meeting,
Rev. Ε. H. Doane.
with
Pooduck and Perryville. The fever
Kev. J. D. Graham.
9:00. Social Service,
:or telephonic
service ie now on in
9:40. Reporte from tbe churches.
11:00. Topic —« >ur Covenant.
flartford. I. F. Gammon and son are to
1. How Binding Rev. L. II. Clarke.
connect with the line that goes to T. B.
2. Doee It Νeel Revision ?
IV. Stetson's.
Dea. C. K. Dillingham.
A few old vets attended the flag day at
THURSDAY AVTKKSOON.
East Hebron on Saturday, the 25th, and
1 30. Sermon by Rev. H. H. Bishop.
ν ere cordially received.
2 30. Devotion*
Gather up the Iragineuta,
Rev. U.G.Clark
Rev. B. F. Turner is for the present to
iupply at East and West Sumner each
ABOUT THE STATE.
kibbath afternoon.
Lake travel is still on, and fine catches
The safe in the Maine Central station ire made.
Memorial Day services at West Sumat Woodforda was blown Tuesday morning early. The safe was a complete ■ ter were well attended and interesting.
wreck, but the burglars got not a cent. Nie address by Rev. B. F. Turner was
< me of tbe best ever delivered before the
The burglars got away all right.
>ost, and was most attentively listened
In» the 7-year-old daughter of Joseph
The musical selections by local
o.
Farewell of Sanford, was drowned in the t aient were
appropriate and well ren23th.
The
Mousam River Saturday. May
( ered. The house decorations were fine,
of
the
the
bank
on
was
child
playing
a nd tastefully arranged. A good number
river, near Usher's shoe shop, and fell u f the attendants followed the G. A. R.
from a rock into the stream.
Help ar- | oys in the march to the cemetery,
rived immediately, but life was extinct v rhere brief exercises were held.
The
when the body was recovered.
e zeroises were well carried out.
Old
Henry Lambert, the guide, has been S umner always reveres the memory of
Rev. Mr. Newport preached a meand
honors
the surheld for tbe grand jury for the murder b er gallant heroes,
the Congregational
1 morial sermon at
that
wore
the
ν
blue.
It
reiving boys
of J. Wesley Allen and his wife and
Post.
c hurch Sunday to T. A. Roberts
hundred
one
about
to
uires
decoflags
daughter at Shirley. This was the case q
anthems were sung and the
impropriate
in
town.
fl
ite
soldiers'
graves
where the three people were murdered
hurch was draped with bunting and
Lamand the buildings were burned.
t ags.
near
the
Allen
in
a
has
lived
bert
camp
WILSON'S MILLS.
Memorial Day was observed with the
house, and has been under suspicion
The Oxford band
Our Sunday School was organized υ suai ceremonies.
from the tirst.
^ ay 19.
Sarah S. Bennett is superin- ν ras in attendance. Dinner was served
The safe in the post office at Cumber- t< mlent, Mrs. B.J. Olson, assistant su- ii Temperance Hall. An address by
land Mills was blown earlv Tuesday Ρ .•rintendent and Mrs. D. C. Bennett J îr. Colley of Portland was given in the
a fternoon at the Congregational church.
About $200 worth of money ti easurer and secretary.
morning.
Dr. and Mrs. A. L. Hersey started for
Rev. Mr. Hillman, Secretary Harbour
and nearly $100 in stamps was taken. A
shot was tired by the burglars through ai id Rev. F. E. Rand were in town the I luffalo on Monday.
Mr. Russell Hersey of Livermore is
A service in the forenoon
the window of a house near by which Ρ ist week.
had been lighted up immediately after w us held at the school house by Mr. fa ere.
Dr. Haskell is building a parsonage for
The noise of the explo- R ind.
the explosion.
Mrs. C. T. Fox has been helping S. S. F ev. Mr. Ericson on Pleasant Street.
sion woke a number of people, but the
Β jnnett paper some rooms the past
Mrs. James Davis is very sick.
burglars made good their escape.
eek.
Dr. Haskell lost a horse last week.
NEW CENTURY POMONA.
The Robinson Manufacturing Co. will
Cold and a frost Saturday night
New Century Pomona Grange will
Mise H. W. Fickett came up Saturday b iiild a dye house.
meet with Rumford Grange on June 10. nj ght. She has been In Portland several
Freeman Chadbourne is very sick at

j

Arthur Β. Ββιθαβ, W. M.

y< are.

£ ridgtoQ with rheamatio fever.

W.

W.

Dunham

has purchased

a

loroughb'ed Holstein bull, a grandson
0 f Dekol 2d, a famous cow that made
2' i.67 lbs. of butter in 7 days. She has
31 I officially tested granddaughters that
h we an average record of over J β lbs.
Ρ jr week, o°e of them, Lilith Pauline
Ê ekol, giving over 28 lbe. in 7 days and
h )lds the world's record.
John Butterâeld has bought a yoke of
o; cen of Mell Dunham.
t

SUMNER.
C. M. Parlin is on the sick list
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Abbott visited in
Ρ iris recently.

Willie Benson of Dixfield visited rela-

this

week.

village

for a

visiting
few

days

the

1

VJley.

ipent

Sebago.
Eight Masons attended the lodge at
Bridgton May 30. Three took a degree.
SVest

Mr. Η. H. Bates returned from his
Ashing trip at Β Pond, and while he reports a fair catch of trout and salmon,
he also reports
cold, disagreeable
weather and a snow fall of one foot the
morning he left.
£. M. Emery came home from his
work at Bryant's Pond nearly sick with
a severe cold.
The Grange Dramatic Club of South
Paris highly entertained the people of
West Paris on Friday evening.
Thursday evening, next, the Rebekahs
will give an entertainment at their hall,
an interesting feature of which will be a
Ice cream
drill by the young ladies.
Mr.
Admission 10 cents.
and cake.
assist.
will
of
Paris
South
Starbird
Come all.
I)r. F. E. Wheeler of Portland was
with Dr. and Mrs. Yates last Sunday.
Mrs. Geo. W. Locke of Norway has
been for a day or two with Mrs. Elva

Mrs. M. B. Barker is to sail for Paris
Λ
Tune 1st.
Mr. John L. Eastman is painting a'
Cold River.
Mrs. George Ilammons has returned
from Conway, where she has been visiting her daughter, Mrs. John Harriman.
Mr. Stephen Cummings of Norway is
the guest of his sister, Mrs. C. H. Tibbette.
Dr. George Allen went to Sanbornville

Wednesday.

returned
Miss Carrie Johnson has
from the Harbor where she has been
visiting her sieter.
Dr. Lyman Abbott is to deliver the
baccalaureate sermon June 9.
Miss Josephine Adams spent Saturday
and Sunday with her uncle, Albion Gordon.
The committee on electric lights have
located the street lights.
Col. H. H. Burbank of Saco delivered
Locke and family.
E. J. Swan and wife of South Paris the Memorial Day address at the Concalled on friends here last Monday after- gregational church May 30. The quartette furnished some very fine music.
noon.
Miss Myrta Gil man has returned from Miss Susan M. Walker read the speech
delivered by Lincoln after the battle of
her home in Vermont.

Gettysburg.

andoveh.
So much rain has put the farmers back
Some have not
with their planting.
done a stroke yet.
The Universalist sociable met in the
A
new church last Wednesday evening.
good time followed. The vestry is just
The
church
will
be
and
inviting.
cozy
ready for services in a few weeks. Rev.
Mr. Townsend of Dixfield will preach
Then he
once a month until August.
will devote his whole time to the parish
through that month.
The town was considerably stirred by
the daring robbery of the post office.
Several heard the report, but didn't care
It was a bold robbery,
to venture out.
and a close shave for the building.
The location for a new road from the
Andover M'f'g Co.'s plant to some point
on Hlack Brook, which will enable them
to got to Frye station nearer, is asked
for.
The location as looked out would
lessen the distance about two miles, and
overcome some hard hills.
Sunday, the 20th, was observed as
The churches united,
Decoration Day.
and Rev. Mr. Hannaford gave the address to a full house.
At 3 r. m. the
graves were decorated, with remarks and

singing.

ν

Ι

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1900

BAKER'S

•ithlhNort", th. f··»»?·^,·0

li is horse and carriage to J. W-"
G. P. McAllister has procured a po y
a ad pony cart for the use of hie daagn
t jr Myra, who is in quite poor health.

a

Very encouraging letters

a

a

•SiSSuiS
r 10ΛΓ AheH
village
J,ud8®.

a

gaw

ble and

DENMARK.

Henry Warren is

Mr.

1

I
<

repair

Memorial services
hurch Sunday, the

were

«pending

la?r VrHtlBerîyMhas

1 nUl

I

Jew
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FOR LADIES

the saw

I

1

We have a very good shoe for $1.00 ; a much better one for $1.25, and
that price we have seven styles. And for $1.50 we have an elegant
for
improving
We have it
and thirteen styles. Our $1.00 grade are extra fine.
line,
HON. SAMUEL
that price three different line?. And for $2.50 we have five styles—the
Hon. Samuel D. Waaewort
Brlght,g best
South
goods you ever saw for the price. We have two styles at $3.00, mad«
7 months, 18
^arg
lisease, aged 71 years,
and Mary on the mannish last. You ought to see them. And for $3.50 we have
very fast-

ι lot

B^rbsê
MH

THE SOROSIS

traced his descent

SS KiWs
Rock from the &£££
Maynower,

Plymouth

in both black and brown. These are the best goods on the market to-day,
We have
and always bear in mind if you come to us you will get fitted.
these goods in all sizes and widths—2 1-2 to 8, B, C, D, E, EE, and W,
remember our whole stock for all ages and all kinds of
and

please

^}T°fES
cejjj»

all kinds of wear, all kinds of feet is

manhood half a
y ag
stood through all the
wit

^

shoes. There is not
about all the
that tell you
uQ

ber that

rt'^eVinrSoftemperfalter-

Mrs.

visiting

friends in Hiram.
Mr. Austin Wadsworth has moved to

Fryeburg.
On May 20tli,

goods

if

enough
we
a

as

complete

we

people,

line of ladies' low

as our

used this whole paper for

lifty-four years, we have welcome.
to lose Ids temper, or

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Mrs. Mary Etta, wife of
Charles Lowell, and daughter of *°d
Our store will be closed all day Thursday, May 30, as
« a member «I the
George H. and Jane Lowell, died of inPlease
observed.
which ought to be
ternal cancer, aged 40 years, 10 months, sehooWommitte, and
to be a
been
has
life
lier
7
days.
wants
the
before.
and
your
pure and peaceable, and her amiable
Yours
disposition endeared her to a large circle
and judicious
of friends, who have witnessed with ad.»■«
tia was hindered for sixty years uy
and
and the
miration her

Sn'Ve'ar.

fortitude,
struggle against

heroic
lier fearful disease.

long

the advance of

BTOWNFIELD.
Memorial Day was observed by Daniel
The adA. Bean Post at Town Ilall.
dress was by Rev. N. Clough, followed
by appropriate remarks by Rev. C.
Singing by the
Sargent of Denmark.
choir. Street parade by children, led by
post to cemetery, where graves of soldiers were decorated.
Mrs. Alice Pitman of Peabody, Mass.,
who came to this village for her health,
is at this time considered dangerously
ill.
Miss Eliza Durgin is failing.
Mrs. Georgie Crummett of Portland is
visiting her brother, Mr. Frank Ham,

Is there a man in this county who
keeps a record of the rain-fall? If so we
would like to see the report of the
and family.
amount that fell during this month of
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Durgin, formerly
May. That it has been a record-breaker, of Brownfield, now
of Kezar Falls, were
is the opinion of all who have kept their
in town one day last week.
wide
to
of
take
notice
eyes pen
enough
Mrs. Sarah Harndon, who has been
what has been going on in the meteoroin Lynn for quite a time, has reliving
logical department.
tu- ned to her home in this village, and
Nor has it been confined to this secis quite sick.
tion of the country.
A letter from D.
It is said that Sherman McDo: aid has
O. Davis of Minnesota yesterday says
a nice position offerod him in Conthat it had rained there one-half of the had
of which he will take advantage in
time for several weeks, and when it way,
cleared away the weather was cold the near future.
enough for October. The last item in
HEBRON.
his letter, which bears the date of
Rev. S. D. Richardson attended the
May 23, explains itself: "Heavy frost
last night, and everything above ground funeral of Mrs. Wm. Hardy Saturday,
lias gone to the dickens; water froze to the 25th.
Dr. Crane gave a fine memorial serthe thickness of window glass."
The
same cold wave reached here one day mon Sunday, and Memorial Day was obA delegation from
later, nnd is thus recorded in my note- served as usual.
book: "Frost Sunday morning, May 26." Post Dwinal of Mechanic Falls attended.
a
number
Hut here it was comparatively light, do- There was
present. Relarge
marks by Rev. S. D. Richardson and Dr.
ing little or no damage.
Recently there was a dancing party at Donham. Several others took part in
Each year some new
the Centre, which was largely attended, the exercises.
some even coming from Rumford Falls. grave is added to the list of veterans.
Miss Etta Sturtevant has been at home
Last Sunday afternoon there was a
a
prayer meeting in the chapel, and the from Auburn for few days.
Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant is visiting
congregation numbered fifteen. In the
mean time Satan sits in his easy chair, friends in Auburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brunell of Portland
and asks with a sarcastic smile, "What
and Mr. and Mrs. Ed Dwinal from Medo you think of doing about it?"
If you have not already been there, go chanic Falls spent Sunday at H. A.
out into the woods witli your eyes open, Cushman's.
Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Cushman of Auand look at the numerous plants that
have sprung into new life, and repre- burn were at Mr. S. P. Cushman's Sunsenting the different trees of the forest, day.
Mrs. Wallon of Boston is spending a
"each after his kind," and see if you
do not learn an interesting and valu- few days at S. P. Cushman's.
Hebron Grango held memorial servable lesson. Who wouldn't like to have
a copy of Solomon's botany, bo as to ices in Grange Hall Wednesday evening.
Professor J. F. Moody is at Rangeley
learn what he said about the vegetable
kingdom? It is a matter of regret that for a few days with his brother and
Other friends.
the book is lost to the world.
Our thanks are due Alden Chase, Esq.,
LYNCHVILLE.
Bryant's Pond, for the loan of a book
entitled American Antiquities, written
Eugene McKecn has turned his horses
by Joseph Priest, and published in 1833. into the Shirley pasture at North StoneThe volume contains 400 pages, and a ham. Ile is
going to work peeling bark
world of information in regard to the for L. H. Burnham.
ancient inhabitants of this continent,
Cepli Cobb and wife have finished work
that probably cannot be found elsewhere in the
boarding house at North Stonein the English language. While reading ham and moved back to their home
it through, the question obtruded itself here.
upon our mind more than once: When
Lou French from Lynn, Mass., called
and by whom was America first discov- on Mrs. H. B. McKecn
Thursday.
ered?
L. H. Burnham came near boing burnLyman Martin has far recovered from ed out Sunday. The Are caught around
his dropsical trouble as to be able to lie the funnel
a
It
burned
upstairs.
For
down, and ride out occasionally.
picture cord so the picture fell making
some time past he could only sleep by a noise.
They began to look around;
reclining in his chair.
on opening the chamber door the smoke
Deacon R. L. Cole has a new trouble rushed
down, one end of the room was
in addition to his ulcerated lege, before all in flames.
Mr. Burnham had a Are
referred to, it being the swelling rheuextinguisher with which he put out the
matism, one knee being swelled to near- fire.
ly twice its normal size, thus causing
much additional pain and torture of
SOUTH HIRAM.

body.

Major Edgecomb has engaged to carry
the mail from South Hiram to Porterfield for four years from July 1, 1001.
Frank Richardson has gone to work
for George Weeks.
It is reported that Joseph Taylor has
the mumps.
Charles Wescott's family have gone to
Conway, whero they have work in a
hotel. He wont the first of the month.
Edwin Libby is quite sick at thia

Widow A. E. Walker of Lewieton is
house for Daniel Bryant, and
will stop there until some time next
summer, when his son-in-law, Scott Merrill, and wife will come there for a permanent home. Mr. Merrill is there now,
assisting in the spring's work. His wife
is Mr. Bryant's second daughter, Nellie,
and their family consists of two little
Our thanks
children, a boy and a girl.
are due Mr. Bryant for his wife's obituit
makes
a
valuable
ary card;
keepsake,
and contains a very appropriate verse.
Apple trees have not blossomed so
heavily as last year, perhaps rather be-

keeping

writing
Among the smart men of this place is
Andrew Mer.ifieid, who is 80 years old.
He has planted corn, beans, potatoes,
cabbages, turnips and melons, which are

low the average.

doing well.
Major Edgecomb is building

ill up and

an

addi-

tion to his stable.
Farmers are complaining of so much
•ainy weather.
Nearly all the apple trees aro loaded
vith blossoms.

Miss

NORWAY LAKE.

George Jordan of Westbrook visited
: >t W. S. Partridge's last week.

buoyant fortitude.

Evelyn Partridge

ftlsfiefd,

is

at

home

r

from

She

Mrs. John Wood, with lier grandîotber and aunt' of Massachusetts, went

* ο Waterford

in Uie social

d aughter.
He was buried on the 25th,
I «v. Mr. Clark of Canton attending the
f ineral.
James Kerr and wife of Rumford Falls
* ere at H. R. Robinson's last Sunday.
We are having a very dull and rainy
fc me.
The ground ia so wet in places
t îat the fanners can not get in their
There are some who have not
β rope.
I
g 3t anything in the ground yet.

circle, and

daughter of MaryA.

properly
day
truly,

day
supply

NORWAY,

OUR

am

FULL SPRING STOCK OF

WALL PAPERS

liehed

Is Now

OVER

at the old homestead

E&tArs

7000

Ready

for

Inspection.

ROLLS.

We liavc tried to m;ike this the Best Stock in Oxford

County.

Call and look it over.
If we cannot suit you from the stock, we have

largest

from one of the

ffiisateïBrtK
beyond the river.
Iliram, May 22,

MAINE.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.
———Γ

and also

of warm and

wc believe it
remember thii.

STORE,

.

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman.
sorve(j

;,d; ,ï,PEHdtv>r0wl'f.aofto· Dwlght
?Ml', Mbw»' Falls, Vt.·, and Dr.

N^way preached

SHOE

SMILEY

Msfwr»tta^°'VioDtd
mS,
K?S
tSAg£;

N.

1SH)1.

l'aper Manufacturing

Dayton

a

full line of

«ample·

House* in NV* Vurk.

Bolster & Co,,

Paris,

South

A FAST BICYCLE RIDER

Wall

Maine.

Will often receive painful cute, sprains

or

Buck en's

bruises from accidents.

; Arnica Salve will kill the pain and heal

injury.

the

the cyclist's friend.
Chapped Hands, Sore

It's

Cures dialing,

Lips, Burns, Ulcers and Piles. Cure
guaranteed. Only 25c. Try it. Sold
by F. A. Shurtleff & Co., Druggists.

Be Sure to Look at Our

Summer Footwear!

DION'T MARRY FOR MONEY.
welt,
Ladies' should see our All
Patent Kid Polish
The Boston man, who lately married at
Also the
Patent Kid at
and the Emerald, the leada sickly rich young woman, is happy
welt shoe of the 20th
ing $3
now, for he got Dr. King's New Life
stock of Oxfords is second to none in Oxford County. All
Our
to
her
restored
which
perfect
Pills,
from 90c. to
Our leaders for Gents'at
arc the All
health. Infallible for Jaundice, Biliousness, Malaria, Fever and Ague and all Right and King Ouality lines in Patent Kid, Enamel, VVine Calf, Ruwii
Gentle Calf and Vici Kid.
Liver and Stomach troubles.
but effective.
Only 25c. at F. A. ShurtCome
We can suit you on any
shoe you want from $1.25 up.
leff & Co.'s drag store.
and bring your friend and see the most up-to-date shoe stock in Oxford

Right

Society

$3.50.
Goodyear

Goodyear

$3,
Century.

$2.25.

prices

$3.50

price

Ladies Can Wear Shoes

size «mailer after using Allen's Foot-Ease, a
powder to be shaken Into the shoes. It makes
tight or new shoes feel easy ; Rives Instant relief
to corns anil bunions. It's the greitest comfort
discovery of the aire. Cares and prevents swollen
Allen's
feet, blisters, callous and sore spots.
Foot-Ease Is a certain cure for sweating, hot,
aching feot. At all druralste and shoe κ tores,
25c. Trial package FREE bv mall.
Address,
Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. T.

County.

We also carry Trunks and

Respectfully,

one

South.

Petition for

In the matter of
NELSON Q. ELDER,

Bankrupt.

BLUE STORE8.

Summer Underwear.

Discharge.
() In Bankruptcy.

These few
summer

warm days remind us that we mu»t
prepare lor
by purchasing suitable underwear. Our underwear at

s

be excelled.

The 45c. grade has elastic
fitting wrist, skirt and ankle, also a strong reinforced bicycle seat.
Blue underwear is the fad. We have a good one for 50c.
Have you ever worn black underwear? Just the thing for
work. 50c. a garment.
Union Suits are popular. Price $1.00 up.

Γο the Hon. Nathan Webb, Judge of the Dis.
trict Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
XTELSON G. ELDER, of Paris, In the
1Λ County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
said
In
District,
respectfully represents
that on the 27th day of Apr., last past, he waa duly
ulj udgod bankrupt under the Acta of Congreaa relating to Bankruptcy; that be haa duly surrcnlered all his property and rights of property,
»nd has fully compiled with all the requirements
Bf said Acta and of the orders of Court touching
lilt bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That be may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
lebts provable against bis estate under said
bankrupt Acts, except such debts aa are exceptsd by law from such discharge.
Dated this 29tb,day of May, A. D. 1901.

25c., 45c. and 50c.

will be
look at

cannot

Straw
Hats
necessity for the next few months. You should call and
our new styles for men,
A nice line of
25c. to $1.50.
a

youths' and^children's constantly on hand.
Latest styles in Neckwear and Fancy
Hosiery just

NELSON O. ELDER, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
District of Maine, ss.
On this 1st day of Jane, A. D. 1901, on readng the foregoing petition. It la
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be bad
ipon the same on the 22nd day of June. A. D.
001, before said Court at Portland, In said Die·
rlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that noIce thereof be published In the Oxford Demorat, newspaper printed In said District, and
hat all known creditors, and other peraons In
nterest, may appear at the said time and place,
.nd show cause, If any they have, why the
irayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
be Clerk shall send by mall to all known credtors copies of said petition and this order, ad·
ressed to them at their places of residence as

F. H.
SOUTH

received.

Noyes Company,

PARIS,

NORWAY.

(We clean, press and

repair clothing.)

£

~f.

^/.Imerican

ta ted.

Witness the Hon. Nathan Webb, Judge of
lie said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
said District, on the 1st day of June, A. D.
NR.
A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
[L. S ]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.

HEin A Τ LA. W. 14.033.
2.12.

For Sale I

D AM

lady's Wheel, bought new last'summer.
Ί11 self It for $10.00. Can be seen at the
ANDREWS HOUSE.
South Parla, Me.
A

NOTICE.

Labv 33,69!

Pacing record, 2.05V ; trotting record.
Passing Belle, 2.08# ; Jack D., 2.11 % ; Scapegoat, 2.Π*»
Equity, 2.12# ; Elsinora, 2.12# ; Reed Bird, 2.14^; and 8 others.

SIRE

Attest: A. H. DAVIS, Clark.

—

Sire of

FLOHE^fCE CHIMBS was out of Myrtle that produced Portia
(dam of Peerless Chimes, 2.18^). The next dam was a daughter 0
Golddust, that also produced Black Golddust (dam of Glendennis,
and Justina, 2.20) and others.

CHIMES,

5,348, sire of fifty-eight, including Florence Chimes; Fanta*)·
2.06; The Abbott, 2.03% ; The Monk, 2.08X ; Merry Chimes, 2.08V !
of t «
Ed Easton, 209%.
Hi· daughters have produced
eight, including Lady
Manor, 2.04^ ; and Dare Devil, 2.09. Beautiful Bells, his dam, has nine to
her credit, and her dam, Minnihaha, is the Ham of
eight.

the District Court of the United Statea tor
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
the matter of
In Bankruptcy.
nthyhe L. Barbeault, of

J

To the

Bankrupt·?.

Me.

♦At

)

)
Canton, Bankrupt.
creditor· or Anthrme L. Barreault In
e County of Oxford and district atoreeald :
Notice la hereby given that on the Sfith day of
ay, A. D. 1901, the said Anthyme L. Barreault
aa duly abjudicated bankrupt, and that the
■et meeting of hi» creditors will be held at the
rati House, fa South Paris, on the 19th day of
me. ▲. D. 1901, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,
which time the said creditor· may attend,
we their claim·, appoint a trustee, examine
β bankrupt and tranaact such other boslnees
may properly come before said meeting.
SoBthParis, June S. 1901.
QIO. A. WILSON.
Retiree in

Frothingham,

Parie,

♦

South Paria.

Bankrupt's

Bags.

W. 0. & 6. W.

LOST.
A female St. Bernard dog, answering to the
Has name Capen on collar.
name of Bessie.
Finder will please return same to
MOUNTAIN VIEW FARM,

Thursday.

PERU.
Joseph Conant died on the 23d, aged
to liis
β9
yeara. He has been confined
He was an
b ea for more than a year.
He leaves an adopted
ο Id
soldier.

2

am

Lake Woman's Club will
with Mrs. S. E. Lasselle June 12.

where she is teaching.
1 rill go back Monday morning.
(

deliberation

rrS^tbrm.r.h..',sis
;rsfoks£"thawih..rii.Rnd

Norway

1 aeet

»-£"*£*

prectka!

to

than any two stores in the County, and one of the best in the State. We
Please call and see
also carry TRUNKS, BAGS and SUIT CASES.
You are always
us any time, whether you wish to purchase or not.

never^nown him

Mr.

us

carry in stock, but we want you to remen·
larger, better and more complete line of

ALL KINDS OF FOOTWEAR

ussxr^,

Zilpah W. Spring of Portland is Irleud

room

have at all times

we

to

•nddee,taoI»ympatly,e·

mon.

DORCHESTER, MASS.

LOW SHOES

taught
machinery formerly owned by

and

1

a

goods bear our trade-mark on every package.

WB WANT TO OALL YOUR ATTENTION THI8
:::::::::
TIMB TO OUR

rjaniel A. Beanl

Parks is

quality, absolutely pure, delicious and

1780.

—

'mT Hoyt

uniform in

WALTER BAKER & CO. Ltd.,

work in

at

commissioner,
MÏTr'JSborn,theroadroads.

1 as begun to

c

I

,
}
thougbtlul, scholarly,!
patriotic address.

church.

the

'alker

Ϊ'

Always

nutritious.
The genuine

on

is at a

~

t

BREAKFAST COCOA

received

ΤνΖΛ: BCe?y haa bought very
I
standstill
^ykCo°nWthe roads

at

\

are

freedom.andhl. word.

HHfctNWOOO.

Mr. Qrindsll of Lovsll,

b

•Eesss·-»---"

HiRAM.
On Memorial Day Rev. Luther Free- ance
Volumes might Dewnw*.
man of Portland delivered one of the
most eloquent and instructive addresses
we have ever heard in Iliram.
On Sunday afternoon Rev. J. G. W.
Herold preached an able memorial ser-

Rev. Mr. Yale of Bath gave some fine
sermons last week in the Congregational
church. Special music was given.
The schools aro progressing finely.
The graduating class arc working hard
to be ready for the final examination.

£ «ν.

ii

Cyrue Andrew» and wile «ι·*"·»*

swerving loyalty,

A very rainy week.

/

J

tfaybaaket, May 23d,

Mary
ompanied
taying at Miss Abbie Page's.

loveu-

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Perkins of Spring- f
< ield, Mass., are the guests of their sis1 eçp, Mrs. Enoch Chase and Miss Ann ν

past

NORTH WATERFORD
Ε. B. Hamlin
from Spelman
Seminary, Atlanta, 6a., is with us for
lier summer vacation.
Mrs. Farrington and her daughter
lave returned to North Waterford. They
tre having a piazza built to their house.
H. Burnell has finished work for
Fames Brown, and is moving to Naples.
Farming is indefinitely suspended on
vet farms.
Not much corn has been
>lanted yet.
The Saunders brothers have finished
awing at their mill, and J. Brown & Son
ίο longer run a night crew at their mill.
Mrs. Harry Saunders is having serious
rouble with her face, caused by an ulerated tooth.
At the dental college
hey could not treat it satisfactorily, and
low she goes to the hospital.
She has
>een in Boston some weeks.
Ε. B. York has improved the wet
ι reather of- this week in
finishing a
* itchen.
Mr. Milliken and Bert Bird
a re working for him.
Rev. Mr. Folsom of Bath liad evening
1 leetings last week at East Stoneham
* nd this place.
He also preached at

*

f

Mr. and Mrs. George Barrows have rei urned from their winter home in Bos1 on to their summer home on Main
ί itreet.
Mrs. Walter Tarbox has returned
I rom her trip to Boston.
Rev. Β. N. Stone has gone to New
rated. America was sung and the comfork to attend conference.
pany dispersed.
Mr. H. Q. Freeman's father has reN. J. Cushman has his dry house in
full operation and is nearly ready to re- 1 urned to his home in Newhall.
the
Rev. Ernest Abbott preached
eume the manufacture of die blocke
and lias the balance of his main build· : nemorial sermon Sunday, May 26, at
!iew Church.
ing ready to put up.
Mr. A. JÎ. Jcnness and E. J. Brackett
H. H. Houghton and wife of West
the week at Mr. Jenness' camp at
relatives in
Auburn have been

ti res in this place last week.
oth places Sunday, and returned home
Ervin York and wife of Canton visited
hi g mother, Mrs. E. P. Sturtevant, Sun· ' [onday of this week.
Not many of this place observed Medi
The echolara of the Morrill school ? lorial Day. Those who went to Albany
eard a patriotio and instructive talk by
hi rag their teacher, Mis· Jennie Stetson,

»

FRYEBURQ.
Mr. and Μη. Wm. Durgin have re1 umed after spending the winter in
1
Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Susan Tucker has returned to
1 1er home from Boston where she has
t pent the winter.
There are fifteen horses at the fair
I pounds being trained for trotting.
Miss Ο. Κ irk patrick of Salem, who acBarrows home, is
Miss
<

WEST PARIS.
Almost every man one meets in this
sommunity will lift his eyebrc we and
bail you with the fact that, "This ie
good grass weather," and at the same
time, if you are a close observer, you
will see in his countenance that there ie
something more emphatic he would like
to say about it.
Mr. William Shedd of Portland paid
hie parents a short visit the past week.
Mrs. Hattie Scott of South Paris called
>n friends here Wednesday.
On Thursday morning at 9 o'clock,
the school teaohers, the Misses Briggs
»nd Ridlon, with 87 of their pupils
bearing flags, wreaths, and flowers, accompanied a few citizens and ladies,
with two old soldiers to the cemetery
where prayer was offered by Rev. R. Α.
Rich. The graves of the old soldiers
here interred were then properly deco-
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This horse (American Law) is a
very handsome bay horse, grandly brtd,
m
blood lines the very choicest, of great substance and
high finish. He will
the season at Mountain View Farm, South Paris, Me., At A fee of $25·
For

t e

particulars, address

η

EMOR.Y Η.

/

MASON. Svipt.

South Pn-rls.

ïhc Wtford Otraocrat

>

Kogellio Bonan of Bethel visited Mi !
Juan Escarraat A. D. Park's Saturda
and Sunday.

SOCTH_PARIS.

ornas.
joith caris rosr
«Λ«ο7Λ0Α. .«; *00 A. «. t

oecH-uw

$a»r.M·

Mrs. Àlbert

3

summer

cottage

Did Orchard.

TBCKK KAILWAÏ.
Commencing June S.1Λ1,
south ranis
7Kvini lkavk
(dally, Sunday· l«
« a.
"
lowu-5
-sunJ*y onlJ
*10 «·· *·
a

i.

CAPTUBED BUEGLABS.

Mr. David Rounds of Danville is
guest at J. D. Hayues*.

ORANt>

D.
on

Park

has

Highland

bought

Whipple.

SAFE BLOWN IN ANDOVER POST 0FFIC1 !
SECl'RKl).—BL'ROLARS CAUGHi AKTE1
A HOT CHASE.

leagoi

secures

SCHOOL WINS TWO GAMES.

SAFES FOR A SEASON.

▲NO NEARLY NINE HUNOKED DOLLAR!

academy

PENNANT.—SOUTH PARIS HIGH

ι

Avenue a t

Advertised letter in South Paris pos t
office J une 3d :
J. U.

gould's

TWO WHO WILL CRACK NO MORI
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*·. 10:15
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The Ep worth

ness

The sixth and last game of the Oxfow
regular weekly Prayer Meeting, Thursday [
evening; T. P. S. C. K. Meeting Friday eren
County Preparatory School
the
fair
grounds Saturday
played at
frnlversallat Church, Ββτ. CaroMne E. Angel]
afternoon, when
Paator. Preaching servloe on Sunday, at 10 » 1
Sabbath School, 13 m.; T. P. C. U
feated Norway High ΒΛοοϊ, " to 7 a.
Kine did great work behind the bat 101 meeting, 7.Ό0 r. u.
MethodUt Church, Bev. B. F. Flckett, Pastor
This gives Gould's the pen Preaching rervloe, 10Λ0 a. m.; Sabbath School
Gould's
team having won thro, out 01 12:00 m.; Social Evening Meeting, 7.-00 F. m.
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»wchlng service 10.45 a.
praver meeting TOO
giectlBg Tues*lay evening.
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r.

Sab
*■

STATEP MKKTINOS.
'.4.
Reeutai
»
M .-Paris l.odge. No.
ν
fullinoon
,'r
iv evening on or before
meet
regular
ι. _Mount Mica
t.,'nIkv evening of each week.—Aurora
evening.·
third
Monday
flrit ami
.·.

®f

Lodçe,

En*^ï^nt

°V,a'

Lodge.

No
Rebekah
κ -M -nt Pleasant
un.t fourth Friday β of each
* .-on-I
Fellows' Hall.
\
I
Po«t, No. 14S, u.cet
of each
third Satunlay evening»

J

jpi and"

"^Belief Corps meets Oretlr
κ'* KltMbâwevenings
of each month,

œw«
1

»n

laird Saturday

Grange. from May 1 to Oct1.
VarÎ
m·! fourth Satunlay; during th«.

H

•n".t

In

..f the year, meets every Saturday.
ιSecond and fourth Mondays of
..

bii:'r.

ltd,
e"l
p —Stony Itrwk Lo<lge,
fourth Wednesday evenings
œ^t, 1, .η-1 and
No. 31. MM e«ry
(•"-Ha.nlln Lodge. Hall.
y:i »y veiling at Pythian
No.

"Trf

wits in
Fred L. Edwards of Bethel
tnwu Thursday.
of
Mr- E. C. I'ark and daughter

I;, -In !

quests at S. P. Stearns

are

Morton and wife left Wedlishing trip to the lakes.

Harrv A.

nesday "for
\jr,
ai ;ir,
j;,

ν

a

William and son of Portvisiting her father, B. F. Hicks.
Κ

S

has been assigned to the
of court in Oxford County.

iva-,

~r term

Oct ·!

Ki· hards was taken to the inTuesday afterat

W I
!.
"n<»ou.

Augusta

,;.it;tl

,lMt.

train schedule
V time card of the new
Democrat office by
m.,v Ik.· hail at the
calling for it.

.errish, former principal of the
Paris High School, made a short
vi.-it ii«-re Memorial Day.
Mrs. Bean
It,, .tt-r of Deeds Bean and
,it ..f a few days to their old
bon»· in Mason last week.
Γ

I

>

is running
in the rooms over

Augustus Record

; ,ιΐη'"::^

shop

W Maxim's

bicycle shop.

a

sign-

Myron

H. B. Holden has a new livery stable
It is
it the head of Maple Street.
the work <>f Augustus Record.
_·,

Murphy of Cambridge,
Mi»»
Mr.
Ma- lia!» been visiting her parents,
and Mr» J· J· Murphy, for t few days.
< .race

Charles A. i;ray has a position in the
the Dennison
print pu department of
at Fraiuingham,
Manufacturing Co.

Jlas».

Charles K. Brett and wife, and II. P.
who
Brett an ! wife of Beverly, Mass.,
ire here on a visit, left Monday morning
f r a i'shing trip to the lakes.

F. Wendell Rounds of the class of '04.
Ilate» "liege, left Friday for Aroostook
< l'iin'y. where he will spend two months
<»k canvassing business.
:n th
Η,ιιιιΐϋΐ I,i»dgt·, Κ. of P., will have
la>li<
night Wednesday evening, June
1*. The committee in charge is Dr. J.
<; I.it eiield, E. P. Parlin aud J. E.
»

Kenui

v.

Tit.-orab and fami'y will
M
Κα m ford Fall· for the *nmmer.
run a l*»ardini; honM· there for
: \ed '·η Ethan Willis* building

Charli

(

»

M »<ra.T, who to» been —ployed
»lmt > ar* >» Bo»t«»n. ha· appiwsi
I m urt^l » position m» motorman
>a»l. «hen· he gets a
evaicd
i.d in< rraar of p»y

»i

κ

>*;»η «»ι

η«·'■»"-»·

·»■"··

λ»
au m mer
ihr
hhI Ι'»ηιμ tiround, »»» »'
relative·
!.tat week to visit
l),« Memorial Day obeer*-

«mling

I'

'Λ
*

M.>rt«>n and George R. Morton
returned Twe«<l»y from the'r
trip of «il day* to South Apm.
lu. k. Kitting, along wit)i
«Ι
.mber of iiillir flak, two tive-

■

fan

ii

\

J.

ea

who NCMtl; sold his
liiwoe District, has bought
.-11. Merrill's stand in the village

Penley.
ι»·

l

mm

u-tory, and will take

poMMslon

*\:;t the Jirst of July. There are about
fourteen acres of land in the place.
of the horsemen and sportsmen
have
are arranging to
«'in.· horse races and ball games at the
As
fair ^r-.unds on the Fourth of July.
ου» Ί.·. i.led there will be two races, a
.1
ίοζ a purse of $100, aud a 2:50
One hundred
lav* for .ι purse of $100.
dollars will also be offered in prizes for
ball tournament in which four
clulis shall compete. William J. ÏÏheeler i>
secretary of the committee.
some

..f Ike

vicinity

The <·πιη<1 Trunk people are making
to till the hollow between
the stati η and the street. A temporary
siding is being laid from a switch near
the l'leasant Street crossing to the side
of the hollow, so that gravel cars can be
The read
run in there and dumped.
will deserve the thanks of the people, as
hardly any other one thing that could
Ik· «lone in that part of the village would
make so much improvement in the
looks of things.

preparations

The summer time-table

on

the Grand

Trunk went into effect Sunday morning,
about three weeks earlier than the usual
time of change.
The schedule is only
slightly different from that of preceding
miumers, and is just as inconvenieut for
local travel.
Down trains leave at 5:02
and 9:32 A. M. and 4:20 p. m.
Up trains
leave at 10.ΊΜ) Α. μ., 3:3b and 10:15 P. m.
The Sunday excursion train to Berlin is
on, leaving this station in the forenoon
going up at 10:22, and going down at
βΛΚ) ι·. M.
The funeral of Vaughn Clark last Monafternoon was attended by Rev. Mr.
Pottle. Kev. Dr. Brooks assisting in th«
service aud shaking brietly. The in
tenuediate school. Miss Susie M Wheel
er teacher, was
present in a body. Τ hi
bearers were eight of Vaughn's most in
timate friends, Mildred 1'arlin. Lula
Merrill, Amy Η ayden, Helen Barnes
Robert Wheeler, Robert Ham, Kalpi
tiray and Harry Titcomb. There was a
srreat profusion
of beautiful tiowers
sent by friends as follows:
Mr an Mr*. I. S Clark an<l I. ate, pillow
>ur Vaughn."
Mrs s»rah Clark. banket of ro*·· aaU pink·.
Mr. aa<l Mr· A. H Dobk. basket tve* «>·
>t»k»
Mr. an.I Mr*. H. M. r fete Iter, |>iok·.
Mr». Κ. Ν Hail aaU ( arrte Hall. pink».
Oertru.le Hall. Illte· ut the valley.
Μ Κ Sunday School, harp.
Junl..- League, tvw·.
Prten·!· lu culling rooai of β. T. Spinney'
*h<* factory, Norway, harp
Su>ie W heeler an. I school, pluka.
Mi)<lre<l arlto. p'nk».
MUaea 1-aura Hurnell, Haute Buraell, Urac
Thayer. Mao·! lH.ugia»·, Mr*. Mum Crockei
Mr»-J. I>. Ilaynea, rote·
Mr ao.| Mr· Han, anchor
Mrs. t ha· Buck, crenceut.

day

Mr» Cha» TMcouib. t.aaket of flower».
Mr· E. Thayer, paiutea.
Mr» Clay too Churchill. pink· aaU fern·
Mr». Ueu. VtlUoa, hartt.
Fraaee» Cbapmaa, pink· aa<i fera·.
* O. aa.i 0. W. Krothlaghaia an l wive
plaka an: fern·.
MUoea Small an-1 Kiaersoa. Auburn, stock
»a«l f.;rn*
Mr*. Irving Ad.trews, ha*kei of 11 lies of U

valley.

Mr». Jenute ttennett, plok·Mr». Jame· Wright, lilies of the
Mr». Chaa. Merrill, cut dowers.
Ml·· >u*»e Porter, pinks.
aoy Porter, pinks.
Mr» W. M Shaw, callaa.

Mr».

A

tktns,

cut

ί

jwers.

Mrs. So ver. cut flowers.
Mrs. ï, u. tMiai, cut Bowers.
Mrs. C. Johuson, cut Bowers.
Mrs Ueo. Wiae, w lie lilac.

MlhlieU Ham, cro#·.
aohert Ham, wreath.
Harry Tltoomb, bouquet.
Mary Barry, bouquet.

valley.

graduating

Paris grammar school will occur Fridaj
evening, June 14, at the Baptist church.

Churchill and family have
moved from Α. II. Doble's house oc
Gothic Street into C. F. Penley's house
on High Street.

Clayton

L. S. Billings was visited a few days
last week by his sister, Mrs. Morrison of
Rutherford, X. J. She was accompanied
by a friend, Mrs. Thompson of" Boston.
M c Keen of Dorchester,
Mass., came with Miss Ruth Tinker
un her recent return from Boston, and is
making a visit here of some three weeks.
Miss

Belle

Three carloads of people went from
here to Norway Friday evening to see
"The Prisoner of Zend a," and felt well
repaid for their outlay in money and
time.
Ethan Willis goes Tuesday morning to
Ruiuford Falls, where he is to superintend the erection of tweuty or more
houses which Waldo Pettengill is to
build for rent.

uated very near the residence of PostHarry M. Thomas. The sound of
the explosion was heard by several resiand
Mr.
dents of the village.
family were not awakened and knew
nothing of the occurrence until aro\sed
bv the neighbors.
*A hasty examination of the post office
was made, and several started in pursuit
In the*mean time
of the burglars.
Sheriffs Porter and Elliott of the Falls
were telephoned to. and came at once.
There was no trouble in
the tracks could be easily followed, leading in the direction of Rumford Falls.
The robbers kept the road till they
Then they
reached Roxbury Notch.
took to the woods.
Some of the party abandoned the
chase, but the officers kept at it, and
when near the notch they met one Mc
Innis. who being questioned said he saw
two men onlv a few roils back in the
woods, who started off upon the run as
Thto gave the
he approached them.
officers courage, and they turued back
upon the run and soon found 1 he tracks
leading off into a back pasture. Without
stopping for mud or water they soon
the burglars, who on
came in sight of
seeing the officers, threw away their
-rip and started on the dead run for the
woods, but the crack of the pistol
brought them to a halt, and theywere
of the law.
soon in the hands
I_po
their i>ersons was found the most of the
master

Jhomas

f®llow'nt['a
..

month.

CRUBCHXS.

ββοοηΊ Congregational Church, Bev. B; S
Preaching service Snndav
Bldeout, Pastor
YOUR NERVES WILL KILL YOU
10:40 Α. κ.; Sabbath School, 1S.O0 M.; Men i
at
Prayer Meeting 6:80; Social Meeting, 7:15 r ; if you neglect them. The moment you

Andover, May 28.
league will have a busi
class meet
After being followed for more thai
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening;
meeting at the vestry at 1 o'clocl ;
evening.
P~ In*, Friday
six miles by a score of citizens, twc
County
Saturday
Bev. J. A. Harding, Pastor
evening.
Church.
Baptist
A. M.
n.: Sabbath School
burglars who entered this post office and paratory School League at the close ol Preaching service, 10 Λ0 A.Sundav
CHIKCHKS.
H. R. Morton and daughter Grace ο
evening 7 p. m
IS :00 m. Prayer Meeting
wrecked the safe and injured the build the series of games:
and
Mrs
Auburn
his
Mr.
visited
parents,
;
MEETINGS.
tn«
into
STATED
A»
at
1:30
this
inu'
pSXt
morning escaped
"■s..'n
J. J. Morton, Friday.
Y
*. m.; Sunday School 13
woods with their plunder, which includPlayed. Won. Lo·*· Cnt I F. A A.M. Begnlar meeting of Oxford Lodge
a· *·,.
ά ρ m ; Church prayer meeting οι
1
75( No. 18, in Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on oi
foi
ed
Miss
Eva
left
and
Robinson
other
no»
Saturday
stamps to the amount oi GouUl'e Ac^emy..--^·-}
money
AU.
50( before full moon. Oxford Boyal Arch Chapter,
ί L^twln*ïi:»o'cUÎk7
South Parle High School,*
later.
Invited.
iu
J
were
she
will
be
But
where
?
$886.00.
cordially
captured
Poland,
they
employed
s
Lit. u l are
8i( Ko. 99, assembles Wednesday Evening, on oi
3
1
*'"*
Norway High School,—4
i îwrhm'li He*. A. W. PoUle, Pastor summer hotel for the season.
The building in which the post office
before full moon. Oxford Council, B. à 8. M.,
Me
9:9n a
meeting,
iU
praver
r .iv morning tô a. il. ; Sabbath Schoo
The High School team retrieved
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
is kept is a small one-story building sit''c
»ι„\, rvtcc lo
The
exercises of the Soutl
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
·»

PEN8ION MATTER8.
Francis Poor of Brownfield ha· bee
granted an increase of pension to $17 pc

NORWAY.

base ball.

on Memorial Day at Mechanic
Falls by defeating the town team
errori
that place in a close game
were scarce and riins scareer.
score was 3 to 2 and if the High School
boys had played such ball all the season
the other teams in the Oxford County
Preparatory School League would not
have had even a chance at the Pennant.
Although the grounds were somewhat
raoist, the fielding was
and there were no cases of rattles.
C. G. Curtis umpired in a way that
was
eminently satisfactory to both

reputation

jhere

cl«^

'Afield pitched five

full moon.
I. O. O. F.—Norway LodgC—Begnlar meeting
η Odd Fellows' Hall, every
Evening.

Tuesday

rcilUHD

(m

i,

nivvuv

Ings of each month.
Ko. 58, meets on first

_».·

—

Mt. Hope Be be k ah Lodge,
and third Friday of each

month.
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Clock
υ. B., A. O. Koycs
every Thursdar Evening,
Division, Ko. IS, meets third Friday of each
month. Lake Assembly, Ko. S3, P. 8., second
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
G. A. K—Harry Bust Post, Ko. 54, meets In
New G. A. R. flail on the first Tuesilay Evening

of each month.
W. B. C.—Meets in New G. A. B. Hall, Mon.
sy evening.
Ν. E. O.P.—Laketlile Lodge, No. 177, meets in
New G. A. R. Hall, on the first an<l-thlnl Wednesday evening» of each month.
O U. A. M.—Norway and South Parlaroundl,
Ko. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
~

system becomes impaired, you
vital organs fail to perform their fun<
tions properly and dangerous disease
follow. Cleveland's Celery Compoum
nervous

Tea is an immediate and permanen
for Nervous Prostration, Nervou

cure

such

am

Large Sale of

Liquor,
Liquor

{iresented

Andpver<

eïuckout'

slowly

,Zo

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool Carpets
January,

Chas. F. Ridlon,

MAINE.

""ΛίέϋοΤ

; Samuel Richards,
Expert

Optician.

PARIS HILL WATER COMPANY.

■

I

IBtaontalnelttifcnder
nlng

Day.

jÎ5
M«J

McKinnon

State

IS

no»
w»

BEFORE KOKWAT MUNICIPAL COU ET,
Β. C. 1>AVU, JUIMiE.
vs.

·}* Î®

Judklns,.
Vlgue,

"g

SS
13 38

holz

Pmikei·"

w»
7 88

Pratt
BoUen

"J?

J"
}"}
"

Liquor

Liquor,
Liquor,

Liquor,
BEFORE

1251

A. W. GROVEB, TRIAL JUSTICE, BETHSL.

I*3™

Hutchinson

State*·.

»}:

12 "
8H

Bodge re
Bennett

BEFOBE

State

vs.

Ε. Γ. FAUNCE, TBIAL JUSTICE, OXFORD.
· 5
McDonald

BEFORE ALBEBT
State

vs.

Liquor,
Liquor

OILEAD.

.J j*

*

"g
25s
'»
1M

King
Liquor

BEFOBE A. I·
State

v«.

MORRISON, TBIAL JUSTICE, BUM·
FOBD FALLS.

Liquor

J jj°

·

Smith

J

McNeai,
Clark

MITTIMUSSES.

State re.

431

BENNF-TT^IBTAL JUSTICE,

Liquor

τ«η5ηϋ'

!!!!!!"!!

JenniDge,—
McGraw.

Seidlitz Powders

*2* 2?
21

ϊ I*.

S"
::::::::::::::::: ■»«>
offSii;:::::::
»g
McKinnon

Results

"»

Wilson
Fox
Burns,
Llndburg

}?^
«5

Pratt,
«John bod

ΐ'ί

juj

1341

McGee

<i

QEOBGE M. AT WOOD,
Treasurer of Oxford County.
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from medicines when
bought of
—

ERNEST P. PARLIN, SIP

4î

ί

in

1

are sure
—

"ϋ*
i iî

Bollen

11

EVERYaWEEK.

MADE UP FRESH

inftR

Parker

BEST.

ARE THE

=5

•Jsesjjj

McDonald

SOUTH PARIS.

NEXT DOOR TO POST OFFICE,

EFEvery Article Fully Guaranteed.

Carpenter».
New 'irorlk and I
One dozen carpenters
wantjri.
oniy.
long Job. Temperate and steady
|
To

men

Apply

at once to

South

E

Paris, May 27th, 190L
ΒΊΆΊΈ

\βΚ

WILLI8.

Do You Want
A $10 Suit?

ιιιλιιιβ·

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' COURT
AND ROAD BILLS.
May Term, 1901.
COUNTY OF OXFORD
To JOHN M. PHILBROOK, Dr.

1901.
Jan.

$ 2 50

3, to ono (lay

3 68
2 60
3 68
2 50
2 50
2 50
6 24
7 50
3 68

To 46 miles
Feb. 12, to one day adjourned session,
To 46 miles
May 8, to one day at Fryeburg,
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sound business Investment.
For this purpoee the Vulture Gold Company
to a
haa opened Its nook· for public subscription
limited amount of Ita treasury stock at OB.OO per
value ·10.00, subject to change with-

shown in this vicinity. Everything new this season.
quality and price will please you. We are always
to show goods at the Pharmacy of

South Paris, Maine,
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and testament
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bond· aa tbe law direct·. AU persona havlnj TJone 13th, at 9 o'clock and at the assessors office
demanda against the estate of said deceased an In Romford Fall·, Friday, June 14th, at 9 o clock
desired to preaent tbe aame tor settlement, ant In the forenoon of each day, A. D. 1901, In the
all Indebted thereto are requeated to make pay County of Oxford, to secure InformaUon to
and equal asseeement
ment Immediately.
I enable them to make a Joel
towns In
MARCUS X. KEITH.
May Slat, 1901.
of the taxable property In the several
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cordance with the prorlflon· of 1Bee.
lie and of Sec. IS of Chap. 1» of the Sensed
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$ 5.50 buys a Cheap Harness.
$ 9 00 buys a Fair Harness.
$10.00 buys a Good Harness.
$15.00 buys a Handmade Harness
$18.00 buys our best Handmad<

meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
out S men and held a man at third a
each month
man at second.
But the star of the home team was
Nearly all the stores and placos of
certainly Capt. Fletcher, with three hits, business closed on Memorial Day.
one for two bases, three stolenbasesand
The annual banquet of the Oxford
The fiftieth anniversary of the Maine
the
a number of difficult stops
County Association of Bowdoin College
state prohibitory law was observed at
a
"*le
bat he contributed not
Alumni was held at the Beat's House
the Methodist church yesterday, the
keeping down the score of the Mechanic Tuesday evening. A most elaborate
sermon being based on Rom. 3:20. "For
WoodFalls team, and made two out of
supper was served by landlord
PROBATE IfOTICES.
three runs for the home team.
by the law is the knowledge of sin."
Officers were elected as follows:
man.
To all persons Interested In cither of the estates
Dwinal, the left-handed pitcher of the
Hon. A. E. Herrlck, president.
The boys say, "There is no place like
hereinafter named :
Κrank Kimball, secretary.
Mechanic Falls team, is only a Juniorrin
Mechanic Falls to go to play ball. We
At a Probate Court held at Paris, In and for the
but is a 8teady' Prof. Alfred Mitchell of
Brunswick
school
the
there,
high
we
that
were never, in all the games
County of Oxford, on the 3rd Tuesday of May
and struck out eleven of
at length upon the work of the In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hunhave played in other towns, been used monev. only about $40.00 missing. They careful pitcher
spoke
been
the South Paris boys and heldthem college. Judge Ilerrick of Bethel, M. L. dred and one, the following matter having
so well iu every way, shape and manner." were chained together and taken to the
for the action thereupon hereinafter
down to seven hits while Mechanic Falls Kimball, Esq., S. A. Bennett, M. D., and ndlcated, It Is hereby Ordered :
At the postponed annual meeting of
Tnat notice thereof be given to all persons Inthe time of the capture there were made twelve.
Frank Kimball of Norway, F. B. Merrill
of this order to be
the W C. Τ U. Saturday Mrs. A. W. in the
The following is the story of the game of Bethel and Dr. C. A. Stephens of tcrceted, by causing a copy
party F. Ρ Thon1** ™(1
pursuing
published three weeks successively In the OxPottle was elected president. Delegates F >1. Thomas and others from
which opened with our boys at bat. Norway Lake followed with stories and ford Democrat, a
publlsned at South
newspaper
to the county convention were chosen as
Paris, In said County, toat they may appear at a
Deputy Sheriffs Porter and Elliott and Briggs fouled out to the catcher. Fletch- speeches.
held at said Paris, on the
be
Court
to
Probate
a
wild
follows:
on
a
to
3rd
went
seen
others"from Rumford, and a number of er got a hit and
L. P. Swett reported having
third Tuesday of June, A. O. 1901, at 9 of the
Mr». Puttie. MIm Hsttte Doble, Mm. II. F.
volunteers who had come to the scene, throw. Bonney scored him w ith a hit. deer while driving from Oxford the first eiock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
Morton. Mrs. Inci Cumuilng·.
to
on
a
out
a
went
in
Wheeler
ny
they see cause.
of the week. The deer was feeding
making a party of about forty m all Stanley
The baccalaureate sermon before the They were well armed, some of them Alton Wheeler, and McArdle struck out. field near the road.
Z1LPHA MCDONALD, late of Brownfleld,
first
Mrs. Harry M. Tufts of Manchester, deceased. PeUt'.on for the appointment of
graduating class of the South Paris High having Winchester ritles, and two or For Mechanic Falls Harmon hit the Cole
Francis A. Fox as administrator presented by
hill
stole
second.
N.
and
A.
Dr.
safely
Brooks
Dr.
the
Rev.
her
lired
before
will
be
shots
were
three
father,
School
Ν. H., is visiting
burggiven by
F. A. Thayer, an bclr-at-law.
Wheeler and Wood were French, for a few weeks.
The men were first
at the Congregational church next Sun- lars surrendered.
GEORGB HURD, late of Dlxfleld, deceased.
first by splendid assists by
out
at
Oxford
while
he
of
The
3
v.
m.
of
Mclnnes
at
a
son
Chapter,
bv
June
scon
»,
put
graduating
meeting
Hugh
day,
Regular
PetlUon for the appointment of Geo. M. H uni
evercises will be at the Baptist church, was in the pasture after a horse, and ho
No. 29, was held Wednesday evening.
as administrator presented by said George M.
Falls batted in
informed the officers where the men
Grand Secretary of the Grand Council Hunt, son and heir.
Thursday evening, June 13.
one run and would have "etted
of Allied Masonic Degreee of England
LYMAN D. MORSE, late of Brooklyn, Ν. Y.
in
Philadelphia is to have a new million
ball
had
not
played good
The robbers gained entrance to the South Paris
and Wales has presented a file of the Certified copy of will and petition for allowance
dollar theatre, which is now under consame presented by heirs.
of
Oxto
infield.
office building by forcing a window the
recent proceedings of that body
The fact post
struction by B. F. Keith.
In the fifth Cole scored the second run ford Lodge of Ark Mariners for the
LUCINDA MARSTON, late of Andover, destolen from Keith s blacktools
with
ceased. Will and petition for probate thereof
might have no local interest for South smith shop.
In blowingthesafcnnro- for Paris after he had made a hit and Masonic library.
for allowance by Hiram D. Abbott,
Paris people but for the additional fact
srlvcerine was used, and the job was stolen 2nd and 3rd. Score Pans 2, MeMrs. Mabel L. Conklin of Brooklyn,
îe executor therein named.
that Mr. Keith's Philadelphia manager
and
The
safe
manner.
Lecturer
Organizer
done in an effectual
Ν. Y., National
CHARI.E4 H. LKWIS, late of Lovell, deis Mr.
Harry T. Jordan, formerly of was
Fletcher scored on Bon- of the Woman's Christian Temperance ceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof
literally blown ω pieces, the door
South Paris, and it is fair to assume that
sacrifice after having himself made Union and White Cross society for men
nev's
an
by Ella M. Lewis, the executrix thereblown
adjoining
partithrough
Mr. Jordan will be the manager of the being
n
named.
tion, while the windows were shattered a two-base bit. Score Paris 3, Mechanic will give a series of lectures in Norway
new theatre.
F
MARGARET J. TOWNSEND, late of 8umand the furniture broken.
and South Paris June 2, 3 and 4.
ner, deceased. Will and petition for Its allowMechanic Falls faced Parlin in the
The citizens were greatly relieved
Robert F. Bicknell of Rumford Falls ance
The annual basket meeting of the
and the appointment of W. H. Eastman as
batof
her
with
the
head
Will
his
brother
visited in town with
Woman's Missionary Society of the Ox- when the news came that the thieves eighth inning
administrator with the will annexed 1 resented
the
for
called
the
crowd
list
and
by Salome A. Townsend, sister and heir-at-law.
ford Association will be held with the were in safe keeping, as they are sup- ting
Sunday.
Cole secured a clean
church at Bryant's Pond next Friday, nosed to be part of the gang that are do- winning runs.
J. S. Allard and Η. E. Moulton have
ISAAC P. BEARCE, late of Ilebron, deLiken rooms with E. A. Morse on Pike ceased Will and peUtlon for probate thereof
June 7. Mrs. C'arlin of the South China ing the same thing in different parts of single and took a long lead for
the
on
în-slioot
an
by Ella F. Bearce, the executrix
A.
Wheeler
presented
and
the
summer.
caught
mission will present
Hill for the
foreign,
therein named.
to second. I ο
Fred O. Stearns of Rumford Falls
Mrs. Amanda Miller Coleman, a colored
gave their names as Robert elbow and advanced Cole
SARAH K. DeSHON, late of Canton, deceased.
home McLain and John Jenkius, and said they even matters up Parlin threw to first and visited in town for several days during
the
teacher from the South,
Will and petition for probate thereof presented
In the the baseman failing to see the ball let it the week.
work. Half rates on G. T. R. R. have belonged in Detroit, Mich.
by Ansel G. Staples, one of the executors thereRumford Falls Municipal Court Uednes-, go under, and in the general mix-up
been requested.
Saturday afternoon, while on their way in named.
stole
day they were arraigned and pleadt | Cole went to third. Wheeler
to Montreal about ten of the Grand
MERCY G. BROWN, late of Waterford, deMrs. Mabel L. Conklin spoke to a good not
was
Trunk officials visited Norway station ceased. Petition for determlnaUon of collateral
guilty. Judge Johnson, however, second. The crowd thought this
audience at the Baptist church yester- bound
tax and also petition for distribution
Inheritance
thetworunto
win
and
more.
them over in the sum ο $-000 the opportunity
and the village for an hour or
Η. Billings, administrator.
day afternoon. She called attention to each to the United States court which ners pawed sand over near third base,
and family have moved presented by George
Kimball
F.
S.
the fact that this wan the 50th annivers- meets at
ELBRIDGE G. ALLEN, late of Swoden, de
were with the best three hitters coming to to Chatham, Ν. H., whero they will run
They
Tuesday.
Bangor
out of personal
allowance
for
law
Petition
ceased.
ary of the passage of the prohibitory
lodged in jail in Auburn and later were bat and nobody out. Parlin took a knot a boarding house for Sampson Harriman. estate presented by Harriet B. Allen, widow.
of our state, tuui sjwike of the happy dif- taken to
and
the
of
of
first
of
that
the
out
his,
their
south-paw
Bangor.
goods
They shipped
ERNEST D. COBURN, late of Greenwood,
ference between this and her own state
The property not recovered was $3.W hut surely Mechanic Falls died, as the week.
deceased. Petition for allowance out of perand city where, she said, "Thestench of in
went out on strikes one
a member sonal estate presented by Eleanor H. Coburn,
is
was in
said
men
which
the
of
this
Fauncc
B.
F.
heavy
place
money,
the Raines law was never out of one's
And the crowd yelled for of the
cuppers and they threw it away, and two, three.
graduating class of the University widow.
nofttrils for a moment." The subject of
the runs that never came.
in stamps.
ELMER E. BOBBINS, late of Woodstock,
$tk).<M)
of Maine. Grace Faunce will go to
her address was "Reason· why yonng
on
allowance out of personal
a
base
drew
In the 9th, McArdle
Orono to commencement and visit her deceased. Petition for
Her arguments we>re
estate presented by Cora R. Bobbins, widow.
men |fo wtt'Di."
MEMORIAL DAY AT PARIS.
balls and stole second and it looked like uruiuur.
made
anil
both convincing and womanly,
The clouds in their almost ceaseless
ROBERT F. LITTLKUALE, ward, of Paris.
run, f..r 1'atU. But
Oxford Lodge of Ark Mariners, No. 1,
to sell and convey real estate
a
deep Impression on her audience. dou η-pour had little regard for Memorial out Shaw: Parlin died out to ^heeler will launch on its regular voyage Wed- Petition for license
by Joseph F. LIUlehale, guardian.
and
presented
two
honorary
After the collection
During the afternoon and Fitield gave the pitcher an easy nesday evening, June Γ>. Work on seven
Day this year.
PAMELIA C. YEATON, late of Oxford, deeight active member* were added to the and evening, though the sky was over- r»rrrniinil ο*1
candidates and banquet. As this will ceased. Petition for license to sell and convey
roll of the W. C. T. L\ in thi· village.
cast and the ai^Avas chilly, there was no
When Mechanic Falls came to bat for end the season'e work a first-class time real estate presented by Simon K. Yeaton, adbut the forenoon was so rainy that the last time, the crowd was bound to is
en- ministrator.
«H-dinarv weather in of course a rain;
expected. Speeches, music and
of the day had to be some- win and they rooted hard.
But Fifield
ELBA A. HOLMES, late of Oxford, deceased.
tertainment. Probably no more meettabooed subject of conversation or news- the programme
condition
to
the
from
field
sell and convey real estate
what changed.
in right
Owing
( gathered in a hot liner
until September next. A car will be Petition for license toE.
ings
|.;»|η·ι discussion; but this seasons
Holmes, administrator.
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to
by Walter
West
the
the
presented
weather
trip
a left handed hitter and dampened
For of the
in waiting for members and visitors from
weather is by no means ordinary.
a number of veterans were planThen Walker got a South Paris after the meeting.
JACOB A. L1BBY, late of Porter, deenthusiasm a bit.
the week between the time of going to which
ceased.
Final account presented for allowning to take in the morning was given hit and stole second and third, while it
W. F. Jones. Esq., and Dr. Wheeler, ance by Nellie E. Llbby, administratrix.
pit»** un last week's Democrat. Monday
ami the decorating at that place was appeared as if the yelling was telling on of the Massachusetts Hospital, Boston,
noon, and Monday noon this week, the up.
AUGUSTUS G. PEARSON, late of Buckfleld,
comrades there.
the high school boys and when Dwinnl
—■ km
not shone unobscured for a left to the
enjoyed a few days' fishing at Little deceased. First account presented for allowance
At 1:30 p. m. the procession was form- came up and sent a hard low one to Shaw Concord Pond in Sumner this week.
a
for
afternoon
minute.
Friday
by James V. Pearson, administrator.
single
at Grand Army Hall to proceed to the and he muffed it the crowd was sure of
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THOMAS J. WHITEHEAD, late of Paris,
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last
its
to
four
week,
it
for
capacity.
days
recting
Dinner was served at the hall. At 7:30
0
1
«
1
1
0
2b.
3
A.
C.
Wheeler,
crowded
will be here again this week to remain selections by the band, and two by the Woods, eg
1 p. m., the Opera House was
1
0
1
0
0
4
Miss Olive
1
0
Parisian Male Quartette.
1110
4
through.
Bridge, 1
with citizens to listen to the completion
0
1
10
1
0
1
4
The stage was
Seats are on sale at ShurtlefFs, South Mae Stuart gave a very effective render- H. Harmon, lb
1 of the day's exercises.
0
1110
4
m
0
0
Paris, and Stone's, Norway, and there ing of "Cover Them Over with Beauti- Morse,
decorated with flags and
0
2
2
1
3
r
Walker,
prettily
very
DURING THE MONTH OP
Rounds
0
3
0
2
3
0
4
has already been a good sale. It will bo ful Flowers." Miss Susie L.
Dwinal, ρ
etacks of arms. Commander Jordan,
observon
the
read an original paper
the band, inthe musical event of the year.
14
7 after a few selections by
27
12
2
12
36
Totals
The following is the cast of characters ance of Memorial Day, appealing for the
troduced Rev. B. F. Fickett, who offered
8. P. H. 8.
which
sacredness
of
the
three
or
changes preservation
Music by the male
for The Mikado, two
B.H. T.B. P.O. A. E. up a fervent prayer.
A.M.
B.
was so
Dr.
0 quartette was highly appreciated.
3
1
0
having been made since the original ought to attach to the day, that
0
0
4
Briggs. pa
it
worded
so
and
0
earnest
1
4
10
eloquently
3
:
2
4
cast
rietcber, e
S. A. Bennett read the list of deceased
11
0
118
4
Bonney, lb
was followed
The Mlksilo of Japan,
Harry Swan could not fail to impress her hearers 8.
to close out odd patterns ami clean
0 members of the post and
0
0
0
0
0
4
Wheeler, m
NankM'oo, HI* Son, dUgubted aw a wandering
deeply.
Cummings.
0
0
0
0
4
0
a reading by Fannie
3
McArdle.Sb
by
with
Yum-Yum,
In
love
and
minstrel,
stock.
Col. C. II. French of Chicago was then Shaw. 1
1
0
1110
4
Jamee I>unn.
Chas. P. Barnes, Esq., closed the day'· up
1
0
1
0
0
0
4
introduced as the speaker of the day. Parlin, r, ρ
Ko-Ko, Lord High Executioner ofTlUpu,
0 program with a well-prepared spoech.
1114
0
«
r
Ktlleld,
Hal R. Eaton
p,
Col. French is the well known lecturer,
0
·
f
1
1
S
a
Cole, 2b
Pooh-Bah, Lord High Everything Elue,
born and reared in the town of Oxford.
Bar Harbor's eyes are open to opporGeorge Brigge.
S
11
hie
ad8
Κ
of
1
34
·
condensation
Totals
George Httekell. An abstract or
I'lih Tu b, A Noble Lord.
tunities for self-advancement. The board
as
Wilson,
do
it
Slater*—
Score
Three
not
but
Vlrgle
could
dress
injustice,
by Innings.
Yum· Yum, )
of trade has spent $100 for advertising
! Nellie Andrew*,
I'lttl sing. J Ward· of
1 t S 4 S · ? S 9—Total.
much of the charm which held his audiBar Harbor at the Pan-American expo( MIm Stoekbridge.
I'eep-Bo, ) Ko-Ko,
of
the
in
with ence throughout lay
beauty
KaUsha, An elderly lady. In love
sition.
So. Parle H. 8. ..1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0-4
Barnes.
was
Harriet
his
which
in
the
thought
Nankl-Poo,
lauguage
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 · 1—t
Mc. Fall·,
Corner Main and Danforth
i
Chorueof School Girl·, Noble·, Guar· ! s and clothed.
Near the close of his address,
State or «no. (Trr or Toledo.
■υ m ma ·τ.
I
CooUee.
Lucas Couktt.
in describing his recent visit to AnderFletcher!·
rtolen
the
bases.
Two base hit, Fletcher;
make· oath that he la
CHENBT makm
Feaxe J. Chenbt
caucus.
m
4. CHEEET
lh»h A
r. J.
Ira of
or F.
sonvllle, he produced the gavel to which Bonner 1, MeArdle 2, Cole .1, W. Harinon, A. C. aeolorr partner of the inn
I.ltzlc Ku«»ell.
Coun
Mary Kmelay.
ToMo, Coon
CHr of Tote-lo.
been made. Wheeler, H. Harmon, Walker 4. Dwinal 2; left Co..
boa!se··
l-aainoae I· the CHj
heretofore
has
reference
Co.,
doing
doing
Carrie
Gray.
11 attic Leach.
Mc. Falls 9, 8. P. H. 8. ft; base on balls tv ami State afope«atd, and that aatd Ann will
on
base·,
Annie Klelcher.
The head of the gavel is made from a off Dwinal 1. FIBeld 0, I'arlln 1; balk. Dwinal 1;
I Carrie Hubbard.
of ON E H UN PR* Π DOLLARS
Hattlc llaekeil.
.< <·.·.—>, ih.ι ...nnnl
MOTICK.
1.1x4k* Win-low.
limb of the tree which has grown over hit by pltch«<l ball, A. C. Wheeler by Parlin. I™'
each ami every case of Catarrh that cannot
Jesele Toi πι an.
W. for
»h<
Isabelle ΙΧΛβη
K.
Parlin.
FlfteM.
Col·;
by
struck
handle
out,
and the
by
The «uherrlber hereby gives notice Uni
be cured by the uae of Hall's Catabbh ctee
"Providence
spring,"
Uoblniton.
Eva
H
of tto Ian
Grace Thayer.
llarmoa; by
ΓΕΑΧΕ J. CEEJISY
lUrtnon i. Woods I Bridge 2,
iiM been duly appointed exerutrli
from a piece of the old stockade. This Dwtaal. BrUgsl, Fletcher, McArdl· 2, St>aw i,
Sarah Chute.
of
iMbuMDt
an·!
Sworn to before me and subscribed Inmy will
»f Part·, la Um
I.
Κ rank Kimball.
HAM t'KI. A. ΒΓΜΡΓ8, lale
gavel he presented to Wm. K. Kimball Parlin 1. Fiée Id hii,nsCole
"
Albert Dean.
·*■M
All persona bavlni
and Bridge.
Scorer*. I lute
Alfred Fuller.
(«ontτ of Oxford, deceased.
Poet. It was received by Commander I.
Charte* Stuart.
daraeeail an
MM
Γ m pire, C. 6. Curlls.
Κ red Ttrrell.
demand* ifilnit the Ntttt of
Xotam PubUc.
George lluroham.
J. Monk, and a brief response wan made
SEAL.
aa·
Clarion Churchill.
desired to preaeat Um name for aettleaieat,
Howard Shaw.
The South Paria High School nine
uki pay
to
in behalf of the poet by Rev. W. E.
are
régné*»!
ta<leb«e<i thereto
Haifa Catarrh Cere Is taken Internally and all
went to Uridgton Saturday uni played
meat
D.
D.
Immediately.
earfieea
Brooks,
mucosa
on the blood and
JULIA A. BUMPUS.
COMPlIMENTAmY concert.
with the high school nine acta directly
free
May 21,1901.
The exercises closed by the singing of a return game
oftheayasem. Sen.l for tea» 1 monta »,
Professor Wm. R. Chapman will tender
r. J. Cheney A Co., Toledo. O.
Score, South Paria, 5 ;
audience. at that place.
and
the
America
quartette
by
—TICK.
Sold by Prmgglata. 75c.
«
complimentary concert to Pmfeasor
In the evening Col. French save his Bridgton, 4.
Hall'a Family PlUaare the beat.
The «uberrlbert hereby give notice that tto]
W. S. Wight at Bethel on the evening ol
The aecond school nine of South Paria,
He
on the Klondike.
lecture
illustrated
execotrlce* of Um la*
been
the
have
on
duly
appointed
June IT. There will be number*
shown in a made up of players from the high and
will aad testament of
celebrated artist* lias some very tine elides,
éOHN
late of Parte, In th<
the
second
defeated
MARBLE,
C.
schools,
JARVIS
program tue by several
acthe
and
grammar
dissolving lantern,
haτΐηι
from New York, including Ml.** Louise good
County of Oxford, deceaaed. AU persoas
school nine of Norway by a score of 8 to
deoeaaod ar
companying subject matter was deIn Uarbor, May 33, to the wife of Elmer demaada against the eetate of said
Tritax, the marvelous bird warbler au«l
in a good game Saturday forenoon.
aatne for settlement, aa<
7.
the
also
He
combined.
to
and
desired
a
Brackett, daughter.
preaeat
poetry
scription
to make pay
whistler; (iwilvm Miles, the famout showed a few Cubau pictures, and after Another game will be played next SaturIn Kesar Falla, May 17, to the wife of 8tacy all Indebted thereto an requested
ment Immediately.
Weeka, a daughter—Thelea May.
baritone; and Hans Kronold, the talent
he introduced bis ai
lectvre
of
his
PIERCE.
close
Γ.
the
PANNT
of
Charlei
In Rrownfleid, May M, to the wife
May Slat. 1901.
ed violoncellist. Lack <>f s|>.ie« forbid»
ELIZABETH H.THAYKR.
K. Coffren, a daughter.
moving picture machine, and presented
fuller detail* it thi- time, but furthei
SAVED TWO FROM DEATH.
In Philadelphia, Pa., May 84, to the wife of
of
a variety of moving
of
views
number
a
a daughter—Denetta Angle.
an
almost
T.
had
Jordan,
mention of the matter will be made next
KOTICK.
little
Harry
"Our
daughter
subjects, all very realistic. There was
that h
week.
fatal attack of whooping cough and
The anbecriber hereby glrea notice
a good house, and th<_post got a good
of tb
baa been duly appointed administrator
bronchitis," write* Mrs. W. K. Haviland
MARRIED.
benefit from the evening.
of
estate
of
of Armonk, Ν. Y., "but, when all othei
late
LETTER TO L· R. COLE. SOUTH
Mexico,
MART Π. AUSTIN,
PARIS
CARD OF THANKS.
remedies failed, we saved her life with
In the County of Oxford, deceaaed, and gtrei
In Bethel, May S3, by Rev. Frank K. Barton
Our niece, Mr. Charles W. Florence of Maine, Ohio, anc bonde aa the law directe. All persona bavin
heartfelt Dr. King's New Discovery.
We wish to extend our
pear Sir: Porterhouse, so much; neck
H. Morgan of Bethel.
demanda against the estate of said deoeased ar
thanks to the many friends of little who had Consumption in an advanced I Mlaa Josephine
so much; all the w y between.
desired to present the same for settlement, an
make paj
I
medicinc
am
and
wonderful
Devoe lead
sympa^ stage also used this
all indebted thereto aie requested to
Just so with paint.
Vaughn, for their kindness
ment Immediately.
DIED.
Nobody want 1 thy «luring our recent trouble. For tht and to-day she is perfectly well." Des<iDc is the porterhouse.
LOVEJOY.
E.
HIRAM
1901.
May 14th,
I
also for the
the neck: the between, some say, is goo< beautiful floral tribute», and
perate sore throat and lung diseaset
In Bast Pern, May 38, Joseph Conant, aged « I
flowers so kindly sent during sickness. yield to Dr. King's New Discovery as tc
enough for them
Infallibk years.
Mb. and Mme. F. S. Clakk.
no other medicine on earth.
But Devoe fonts less, not more, thai >
35, Mrs. Lucy C., widow ο
In Canton.
50c and fl.0( John T. Hall,May
Mes. Sarah Clakk,
for Coughs and Colds.
Lead ami oil is between; it i
aged 81 rears.
between
Λ
»
Doblk.
F.
Shurtleff
ha
II.
▲.
sine
i>
Mrs.
Α.
In
Romford
a
χ
Falls,
But
May 80, Mrs. LenaThatche:
Mu.
bottles
by
guaranteed
the old-fashion paint.
Morse.
Co. Trial bottles free.
Zinc toughens white lead
come in.
Watchmaker and
In Bethel, Jane 1, Charles R. Ryerson.
In Norway, Junes. Mrs. Olevla 8., widow ο f
FULL PRICE FOR THE EMPTY
Devoe lead and zinc is the paint.
71
P.
Jones,
do I
aged years.
the late Dr. George
BOTTLE.
SEVEN YEARS IN BED.
If you paint in three yean, you
Practical
In Ramford nils, May 19, Mr·. Charlotte
Devoe does not wear out i 1
"Will wonders ever cease?1' Inquir widow of Harrison
for looks.
If Cleveland's Lung Healer doeen' t
Harvey of Dlxfleld.
%
In Romford Falls, May 18, daughter of Mi
the friends of Mrs. S._Pease, of Law
three years.
cure your cough return the empty bot
MAINE
Mo. F. H. Tlbbett', aged 8 months.
SOUTH PARIS,
Yours truly,
Qu rence, Kan.
tie and get all jour money back.
They knew she had beei and
Charles H. Hodgdoi •
In
88,
Waterford,
May
It ha 1 unable to leave her bed in seven year aged 80 years.
F. W. Dkvob ά Co.
it will cure you. It never foils.
In Hiram, May, Geoixe H.
cured thousands of cases which othe on account of kidney and liver trouble
Kesar Falls, May ft. Fred McDonald, age ,
remedies failed to relieve the slightest nervous prostration and general debility ,.188Ia
rears.
Iiaaal >Htla|.
ο
Bitter
r
PERSONAL·
Electric
of
cold
bottles
but "Three
Don't wait until the persistent
In Brownfleld, May 81, Frank Hart.
,
I
lu *
Mrs. Mary Etta, wife c
Rev. II. C. Munson of Buckfiehl
develop into fatal coo enabled me to walk,"* she writes, "an II in Hiram, May 80, 48
■
cough
distressing
Paku, Mb.. May 15.1901.
*
been appointed one of the state deputii
sumption. We will give you a trial bol in three months I felt like a new pei Charles Lowell, aged years.
The annual meeting of the atockbofdera of II
9
Headachi
from
for the election
free.
Good
of
Templars.
Women
Order
wonderful
son."
Water
this
Larg
Hill
the
of
Company
suffering
tie
Parla
remedy
I of
bu
ofiloera, aad the trantaction of aay other me·
£. P. Parlin, Sout h Backache, Nervousness, Sleeplesenesi
bottle, 25 cents.
LOST.
oome .before aald
that
ness
properly
NEW POSTMASTER.
may
and Dixzy S pel
& Kimball, Norway
Pat
Williamson
Fainting
Melancholy,
Hrbbard
House,
*
attie
a
Paria;
held
Paris
village,
pock
d
Somewhere la South
lag. will be
P. S. Johnson has been appoint*
will find it a priceless blessing. Try,
between ire and six dollars < '' Maine, on Saturday, Jane 8, 1901, at 8 o'cloc
b
ntaru «me l 0 r. m.
P*"·
is
Only
Satisfaction
it
guaranteed.
postmaster at Hastings.
soda
for
Shurtleff's
in
g<
When
your
U. H. HE A LD, Clerk
•pent
at F. A. Shurtleff à Co.'s drug store, Q
your seat· for the-Mikado.
llnksf-Jodf·. ··-<.
Pooh Bah and Nanki Poo In Mikado.

C°In theCfourthtMechanic

Wc.sf.fasî,^âlrS is here for shirt waists. We are giving a great

ssu
&M<ett3ras
whom the cue

Stomach, Liver and Kidneys. We wil
give you a trial package free. Larg
packages, 25 cents. £. P. Parlin, Soutl
Paris; Williamson & Kimball, Norway

innings and kept
the hits well scattered except m one inthis season is because I have got the
shut oat the
he
ning. but in that one
run
one
with
best harnesses in the county for the
b>
only
opponents
ing the bases closely.
evening.
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, Ko. 199, meet* price.
Parlin pitched the last foul
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
and struck out six men. He
Y month.
won the game in the 8th, when lie stiuck
U. O. G. C-—Korway Commandery, Ko. 247,

^
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Exhaustion, Constipation, Indigestion 18Ut« Vl
Headache, and all diseases of the Blood

The

The Time

ιταπ or Him
CODMTT or ΟHOED.
Couxtt ΤηκοΐΒΊ Office,
South Purl·, Maine, May 81,1901.

WANTED

wd, a girl to do
city of Portland,
Warns (3.00 a week. A good home.
housework.
houseworl
must
ve
give references or send recomApplicant
In the

_

_

mendattons. Fare to Portland paid. Addreaa
for further particulars.
MES. J. M. AT WOOD,
9 North Street,

Portland, Me.

Top Carriage For Sale.

Very little used, and In flrst-claaa condition.
Comfortably upholstered with springs la seat
and back. Call·at 37 High Street, Sooth Parla.

SALESMEN WANTED tXJSSIn Oxford and adjacent counties.
commission. Addreaa

THE VICTOR OIL

Salary

or

COMPANY,
Cleveland, Ohio.

κ

*

EC HA

SOME ARTICLES

TrlMfl·,
1. A number. 2. To r«gard with care,
t. Of the hue of that part of the rainbow or solar spectrum which is furthest
from violet 4. An abbreviation used for
one who prepares, revises and corrects
for publication. 5. A letter.

BILIOUS AND NERVOUS DISORDERS;
SICK HEADACHE, )
} Kindred
CONSTIPATION,
WEAK STOMACH, ) Diseases
and

IMPAIRED DIGESTION,
DISORDERED LIVER aod
FEMALE AILMENTS.

(

(

cents each. A nnual tale orer 8,000,000 boxes.
9old everywhere, in boxes, at 10 cents and 25
W VV V V WT VVT^'P1

'VVWVVVWVW

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
JAMKS E. BOGLE,of
Rum ford. Bankrupt.
I
To the creditors of James S. Bogle. In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby gl\en that on the 18th day of
May, A. D. 1901, the said James E. Bogle
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the Court
House, In South l'art», on the 14th day of June,
A. D. 1901. at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,at which
time the said crolltors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
and transact such other business as may properly come before said meeting.
South Paris, May 20.1901.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Before· In Bankruptcy.

}

South Paris.

Organs,

Pianos and

Piano Stools,

NOTICE.

Covers
AND

Books.

Instruction
at

Reasonable Prices.
Why tTy to stick
things with something that doesn't
stick? Buy MAJOR'S

)
Roxbury, Bankrupt.
To the creditors of Edgar F. Hodsdon, in the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 18th day of
May, A. D. 1901, the said Edgar F. Hodsdon
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of nls creditors will oe held at the Court
House, In South Parts, on the 13th day of June,
A. D. 1901, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt

and transact such other business
ly come before said meeting.
South Parle, May 40th, 1901.

SEE WHAT

good;

as

the
believe
I substitutes
MAJOR'S RUBBER and MAJOR'S LEATHER.

Twu seponUu cement»- the l*rt. I η «into η haviu*
Established i*r&.
16 am) 35 cent* per U>ctl« at all druggist*.

MAJOR

CEMENT CO.. NEW YORK CITY.

may proper-

am

selling

made harness in the market for

We

headquarters

are

for

It is

a

$io.

Farming Tools and Fertilizers.

stitched fine and finished up smooth.

Disc, Spading and Spring-tooth HarPlanters, Cultivators, &c.

James N. Favor,

We can show you Mime of the best swivel anil
lan<l sMe plows tn the market, both In steel and
woo<l beams. We have

rows, Com
We

are

also

agent· for the

Walter A. Wood

Harvesting Machinery.

We have In stock three full car loads of Fertilizer». We carry four of the lea«llng brands.

It

imitates hand work.

closely

A. W. Walker Ac, Son,

Nasal

In all Its stages there
should be cleauimesa.

Ely'9 Cream Balm

Cream Balra is placed Into the nostrils, tpreads
the membrane and κ absorbed. Belief la immediate and a cure follows It la not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 90 e«nts at Drugor by mail ; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
orer

gists
ELY BUOTUEKS, M Warren Street, New York

&.

Arrange the eight words, the meanings

it which are given below, as the spokes
of a wheel, so that the outside letters,
read in the order of 1 to 8, will give the
name of a flower.
Every word contains
an equal number of letters, and the final
letter is the same.
1. Λ tree. 2. A grain. 8. A portion of
land surrounded by water. 4. A small
animal. 5. A flower. 6. Formerly. 7.
Situation. 8. The brink.

'■L'.H -ES

TOY GRAPHIE.

lSS^Autrav·

No.

name.

HTo.

126.—Amputation·.

[Behead ami curtail each word.]
Amputate a bandage and leave a com·

mou

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. I.*rsest circulation of any sclentlOc journal. Terms. S3 a
year; four months,·!. Sold by all newsdealers

S
MUNN
Branch υ IB

New York
635 Υ Λ. Washington. D. C.
-

ce.

ONE DOLLAR

$1.00 CASH

Encyclopaedia

WiM's Greatest Entertainer
Host Fascmatlni of all Toys

Papers

Wall

TONS

Hobbs'

Jyç-*

BRITANNICA contains
Thousand Feet of Knowledge
and Information. Occupies Six Feet of
Book-shelf. CALL AT OUR STORE and
examine the complete set. If you cannot
call, cut out this coupon and mail it to us.

I would like full details and specipages of the New Werner Encyclopedia Britannica, complete in 30
volumes, including five volumes of
American Supplement, and showing
illustrations of the library in natural
colors.
men

Name

Street

City and

room

Promises

vs.

Ε

A

A

#*8

Co.

Thousands of rolls from
2 1-2 to 10 cents a roll.

lionaire offered $1,000,000 for this treasure, but was assured that money would
not buy it.
produced, forming a non-conducting
On the occasion of the late queen's
covering to the loaf, which prevents the visit to Ireland a program of all the
heat from penetrating to the interior;
traveling arrangements and details of
hence, the burnt loaf is always unbaked the journey was made up. It included a
in the centre. Bake in single pans,
of Dubmap of the railway route, a map
I three-quarters of an hour. When done, lin, the order of the procession and a list
I romove it immediately from the pan, of
Irish officials. Only one
I and tip against a plate or bread board, copyprominent
was printed, and this was bound in
circulate
will
air
the
so that
freely green velvet, with a gold harp and
around it. Do not cover if you like a crown on either side. A Dublin brewer
crust.
When
sweet
perfectly cold, of great wealth was most anxious to incrisp,
I put it into a sweet, clean, tin biead-box, duce
the firm which printed this unique
I without any wrapping, as cloth will ab- specimen to duplicate it. He met with
sorb the moisture, and very soon sour a flat refusal.
and mold, destroying the flavor of the
Of Shakespeare's signature there are
but seven known specimens, one of
the first molding of bread all the which is doubtful. That one in the
flour should be put in, and the most British museum cost $15,700. A millionkneading given.
aire recently offered $100,000 for a genuWater used in making bread should ine
if brought
autograph of
not be too hot. If the temperature be to him within 12 months. But lie has
too high, the loaf will be coarse, porous, had no
reply.
light.
A "gem," strictly speaking, is not
Π
I One cup of yeast means wet yeast. τt
merely a precious stone. It is an endry is used, the cup must be filled with graved stone. Two thousand years ago
I water.
gem cutters understood how to polish
Brush the tops of the loaves with but- the
cutting of an engraving throughout
This on both sides. The art is now lost. A
ter before putting in the oven.
I will keep the crust moist.
gentleman called Thornton, residing in
Raised biscuit should be rubbed with
has in his possession, a
I butter before putting in the tin, that Sydenham,
with a perfectly cut and
I they may separate smoothly when bak- clirysophrase
polished engraving upon it. It was
no
and
leave
ed,
jagged edges.
found, many years ago, in the catacombs
In times past it was the custom to use of Rome. A Hebrew banker, who has a
but
now
home-made yeast,
compressed wonderful collection of engraved stones,
yeast can be procured at your grocery has offered as much as $40,000 without
I store, and is just as good, if not better, tempting the owner to part.—Chicago
I than the home-made yeast.
Tribune.
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U
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ONE DAY
Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
refund the money if it
F. W. Grove's signature
25c. F. A. Shurtleff &
COLD IN

ten minutes before it begins to brown.
If the oven be too hot, a thick crust is
!

I

I bfln

Not

an

CHANDLER,

E. W.

Finish I

I

«ΝΙΙΜΜΙΤ.

Job Work.

CHANDLER,

Est] semenee.

I

Oeeoham'b Pills for Stomach and Liver Ills.

Sestive

Ν orway.

A certain Bishop, as he was going
about his diocese, asked the porter of a
lunatic asylum how a chaplain whom he

(the Bishop) had lately appointed was
getting on. "Oh, my Lord," said the
man, "his preaching is most successful.
The hidiota henjoys it partickler."

Eczema, salt rheum, tetter, chafing,
ivy poisoning and all skin tortures are
Hazel
KMM. quickly cured by DeWitt'a Witch
Salve. The certain pile cure. F. A
Shurtleff ft Co., South Paris, Williamson

Kimball, Norway.
Molly—"My little sister's got measles." Jimmie—"Oh! So has mine."
of 1 Molly—"Well, I'll bet you my Uttle sisSo! ter's got more measles than yours has."
ft

one

j

^

^

on

concert announcement In th
tongue, they would only gruQt

Pare four good-sized potatoes, and
let theiu lie in cold water for a half hour.
Put one quart of boiling water in a
Now grate the pota'ocs
saucepan.
quickly and stir them into the boiling
water; stir over the fire for five minutes,
then take from the fire, add a cupful of
sugar, and two tablespoonfuls of salt,
turn into a stone jar or bowl, and let
stand until lukewarm, then add one
cupful of good yeast, cover and ferment owe you my rent." Landlady—"That
three or four hours; stir it down every is what you said last week." Lodger—
time it comes to the top of the vessel; "Well, didn't I keep my word?"
then put it into a jar or large bo'tle, or
"The doctors told me my cough was
something you can cover tightly, and incurable.
One Minute Cough Cure
stand it in a place where it will keep
made me a well man."—Norris Silver,
very cold but not freeze. It will keep
One Minute
Ν. H.
two weeke. Save one cupful of this North Stratford,
Cure will cure you. F. A. Shurtyeast to start with next time. This is Cough
Williamson &
the simplest and beet yeast that can be leff & Co., South Paris,
Kimball, Norway.
made.
WHEAT

kidney·—

blood as
Thev are not filtering the
should—are leaving the uric acid

poisons in the system—
The kidneys must be strengthened—
Well kidneys make a well man.

Doan's Kidney Pills

Make well kidneys—they are not
medicine—not an experiment—
en·
they've been tested and thousands
of it:
dorse their merit. Here's a case
In the wood
Mr. J. W. Parker, carpenter
the Fitchburg Car
turning department of aavs:
"Iu the month
Mass.,
Fitchburg,
iShops,
a gentle·
of February, 1896,1 was asked by
my
man who called on me to publicly give
What
Pills.
experience with Doan's Kidney
lias appeared in
I gave him for publication
was interviewed a
our Fitchburg papers. I
when
second time over two years afterwards

a

ΟΓ

"After the show le over th

H. P. MILLETT,

SUPPLIES !

men

PARKER'S m
HAIR BALSAM

CAMERAS AT COST

Clct&KJ tod btantlft· thshefc.
Promote* · ltuorUnl frowth.
Never Mil to Beetore Oray
Hair to it· Youthful Color.
Cur»» »c»lp diHMM * hair UUiafc

to close out stock

orms?

fore

cause elckDM·, and sometimes death, In
children, before their presence Is suepeeted. Give them a few doses of

Miss

TRUE'S PIN worm ELIXIR

If worm· are present tbey will be expelled.
▲ harmless vegetable tonic. JJc. *i dru««i»u.
Dr. J. T. Τ It CE Jt CO., Ankara, Me.

"Well, Bobby, what do you think of
Take a good-sized bread pan, sift into them?"
Bobby—"I like the funny way
it your flour; if the weather is cold and
they bark!"
the flour is cold, let it stand a little
while near the stove, then make a hole
in the centre and stir in, first, the wetting—either warm water or warm milkana, lastly, put in the yeast, stirring it
well and beating thoroughly.
This ■ifnatnr· ia on every box of the genula·
Take care that the yeast is good and
τ»Μ·α
Laxative
is
failure
without
this,
"lively," for,
the remedy that ear*· a cold f* mm
certain. To make three loaves of bread,
warm and lightly grease the baking pans,
"Mamma, is heaven like a circus?"
sift three quarts or more of flour into
of course not, Bobbie!" "Well, I
"Why,
the bread pan, press down the middle, have
always been afraid I should be disand into it put two small tablespoonfuls
appointed in it."
of fine salt; pour slowly one quart of

êW-A

Bromo-Quinioe

'

performance by attending

after time.

"Probably the strangest mixture of
that ever attended a circus was

people

found beneath the tent of our show one

boys yelped

like a

pack

of

coyotes

Noble rode the bucking
when
horse, the Mexicans yelped at every
act, and the negroes laughed at the
till the eftrtb shook. That night
the
ie cowboy· and greasers turned
Mme.

Êowns

Great Pateat

Ratio·.

Tbe United States grants 25,000 pat·
ents per annum, or nearly as many as
all the reet of tbe world. England
grants 8,000 per annum and France
and Germany each about 7,000, and
sucb countries as Canada, Australia,
Austria, Italy and Russia grant about
4,000 each. An interesting and hopeful
fact is that more patents are granted
to tbe applications than

In'proportion

F. A. for manufacturing, transportation and
you will add years to your life.
Shurtleff & Co., South Paris, Williamson labor saving. Europe and tbe orient

bave begun to find that without American Industries they would be unable
has
been
Mrs. Newbride (who
baking) to
go ahead.—Success.
—"I wonder who first invented angel
Newbride
cake?" Mr.
(who. had to
What Mlskt Ban Hamaal.
sample the baking)—"I don't know but
A sporty young gentleman of tbe city
I fancy it was one of the fallen angels."
who drives a dainty runabout which Is
Mr. James Brown of Putsmouth, Va., tbe envy of the other young men of bis
divide into loaves of a else to suit pans, suffered for years with a bad sore on his set was
driving down Main street tbe
mold into a comely shape, place in pans, face. DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve cured
other day when be nearly ran over a
of
a
rub over the top light coating sweet, him permanently. F. A. Shurtleff &
drawn butter, set in a warm (not too hot) Co., South Paris, Williamson A Kimball, six foot countryman. Tbe countryman
caught tbe bit and sat the horse upon
place to rise, cover lightly to keep off Norway.
Its haunches without apparent effort
dust and air, λ atch and occasionally
turn the pans around when necessary to
Mean. Tees—"When I met May to-day and then complacently remarked to tbe
make the loaves rise evenly.—Conkey's I had my new gown on.
Naturally, I driver:
Home Journal.
"Sonny, you bad better be careful
expected her to say something about it,
bnt she pretended not to notice it" bow you drive that doll buggy of
Jess—"Tee, she's an awfully tender- your*n. If I hadn't collared this here
HINTS ON FRYING.
In frying food it is very important to hearted girl."
borse, you would 'a' run that thing into
have tfcp fat at the proper degree of
me and smashed It all to kindling."—,
to a sudden climatic change
can be
of
food
Exposure
kind
No
temperature.
cold in the head and catarrh is Memphis Scimitar.
hot.
is
not
if
fat
produces
the
fried
properly
very
with Ely's
In frying fish or croquettes, if the fat apt to follow. Provided
Dlflealt Dstek.
Cream Balm you are armed against
that
indication
it
is
an
to
froth,
begins
at DrugTbe Dutch language is of a good old
the temperature is not as high aa it Nasal Catarrh. Price 50 cents
should be. In such a case the best plan gists, or Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, fashioned tongue. It I· so difficult that
It. The Balm cures
iato finish oooking what is already in New Tork, will mail
English speaking people cannot with*
or cause
out difficulty acquire it. In fact some
the pan, apd then reheat the fat until a without pain, does not irritate
an irriitself
It
pver
spreads
blue smoke arises from it before putting sneezing.
folk say It is more like onto English
in any more food. In frying doughnuts, ! tated and angry surface, relieving Jîç- than It la to German. Tbe Boers In
the
of
painful tafhwiibany
mediately
crullers, or any other preparation
and cures. Crea^btf re talk bî Booth Africa use thç Dutch tongue m
dough, the fat should be very hot to cleanse·
It waa spoken
cures the oold. ^ Novell,
it
ly
from
the

dough

absorbing

,

BLUB FLAME

8TAN0AR0 OIL COMPANY.

time

Danger, disease
neglect of the bowels. Use DeWitt's !■ shown In all lines of Invention, bnt
Little Early Risers to regulate them and It greatly predominates In machinery
Kimball, Norway.

every

burner to five. If your dealer dots not
have them, write to nearest agency of

*

L
the

Saturday—at

to

the kitchen work—a Wickless
Blue Flame Oil Stove will save labor,
time and expense—and keep the cook
comfortable. No bulky fuel to prepare
or carry, no waiting for the fire to come
up or die down; a fraction of the expense
of the ordinary stove. A

not become greasy, can not emit any
odor. Made in several sizes, from one

soectatore were Americans. The Chi
is as undemonstrative as the
Indian He expresses his appreciation

S

Specialty.

will boil, bake, broil or fry better than ft
coal stove. It is safe and cleanly—can

clt,
"""rSUflo'tte'California
and folly 2.W Japs
SchlLse
«ζ
remaining
tended.
feW °f

»

Oil Store

one

The

Monday

Maine.

Norway,

-

Wickless

&8 ft

ever before In tbe history of the patent
office, showing that mechanical genius
is not chasing as many rainbows a«
and death follow formerly. American Inventive genius

<x

From

Ε

parties,
bu

Libby,

our

turn in

^

weiring richly
^
clad
coetly β
in

buying

hand beSpring line.

on

PHOTO SUPPLIES, Printing Paper»

τ

of this
at least

and the women
not in the form of

WE CAN SELL YOU 10 Rolls Wall Paper and )
) «"C.
ao yajds Border to match for

P· S.

OTr.

93 !Wnln St., South Pari*,
Mall orders promptly Hied.

coast the China-

their millions gave matinee

Maine.

Pforwuy,

MAXIM,

m

In San

Noyes Drug Store,

At

PHOTOGRAPH!"

Brushes,

Ceilings,

Walls and

Moulding,

Picture

1

Paints,
Varnish^,

Whitewash Tints for

Window Shades,

over

show

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

Drapery, Poles,

Wall Paper,

woman's

are

be found outside the cities.

CHURCH STREET,

proceed to Oil their skins with the
firewater, and the squaw»
with the papooses wait on the lumber

the

*·"

—

people
upon
represented."
Doan's Kidney Pills for sale by all
Mailed
dealers; price 50 cents a box.
on receipt of price by Foeter-Milburn
the
Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y., sole agents for
United States.
Remember the name—Doan's—and
take no other.

eféady train winda outoMown the
^Along Pacific
they
^eoSe"8 lÎke^thê tod°ane?
partkular
Ugood° patrons
50,000
Francisco

~c

PNEUMATIC CARRIAGES

want
Pills during the coming year, I
that they proved of great
oughly understood
I can conbenefit and from my experience mcdicine
scientiously say they are one )>atent to do as
can depend
which

P.

Deaorlptlon.

Every

The finest line

following: Ever
I told my interviewer llic
in the
since my original statement appeared
been repeatedly
have
I
Fitchburg papers,
I
work,
where
asked by people in the shops
at my house if
on the street, and by callers
I often wished
the said statement were true.
my name
it were in Halifax, and in allowing
Kidney
Doan's
of
to appear as an endorser
it thor-

W.

MAINE.

Carriages! Carriages!

new

GMEMS i

Jeweler and OpticianT

~

NORWAY,

they
ana other

make^a

town Into a mooting gallery, emptying
their revolvers at tbe stars and manifesting their sorrow at the departure of
the circus by licking up all the refreshFirst Impressions. Mamma (to Bobby ment· In- the town.—Cleveland Plain
who has never seen young lambs)— Dealer.

BBEAD.

Mount»!

Vivian W. Hills

It's the kidneys.
tired
The backache is kidney ache,

—
£*£«£5
τ ΎΖϊ.
the hippodrome "ack and

day at Tucson, A. T., when Indians,
Has some Effect. Traveler—"Do you Mexicans, greasers, Japs, negroes, Chithink the lynch law you have here de- namen and a few American cowboys
creases the number of murders?" Nafairly packed the big canvas arena and
tive—"Wall, I dunno; but it decreases sat promiscuously mixed over the blue
the number of murderers."
seats. Though the Chinamen and In·
dlans are undemonstrative, the cow
Fyny-Pectoral Relieve· Right Away
ind make· a speedy end of cough· and cold·.
punchers, Mexicans and negroes made
as much noise that day as was ever
Lodger—"This week I shall have to made at a frontier massacre. The cow·

HOME-MADE ΥΕΛβΤ.

700 seek a physician, yon want * maa
has cui cd other troubles tike yours.
who
experience,
with remedies, yoa should j irt your faith m the old trusty
STOPS THS COUGH
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
out for Dyspepsia, Constipât ion, Impure Blood»
Tablets oure
The True «L. F." Atwood's Bitters. [established 401 Laxative Bromo-Quinine
No Cure, no Pay.
a «old in one day.
prevent
Tunl * luge bottle W a « maA prie·
Noe 25 oente. F. A. Shurtleff ft Co.

When

ing tired, miserable, discouraged.

Shakespeare

expert. Miriam—"Didn't I see milk-warm water, constantly stirring
Mr. Braseie kiss you on the links, to- with one hand in the
flour, until a thin
day?" Millicent—"No; he tried to, but batter is formed ; add a pint or more of
he only foozled."
potato yeast, or one teacup of hop yeast.
We Do all Kinds of....
(If compressed yeast is used, a yeast
Dyspeptics cannot be long lived be- cake
dissolved in warm water, or a
JOB PRINTING.
A
cause to live requires nourishment.
Atwood & Forbes, South Part*. I disordered stomach cannot digest food, piece of compressed yeast as large as a
walnut dissolved in the same manner, is
it must have assistance. Kodol DyspçpMix thoroughly,
adding
sufficient.)
aid
from
without
food
Cure
digests
psia
more and more flour, until a stiff dough
the stomach, allowing it td rest and reis formed; place on the bread board,
E. W,
gain its natural functions. Its elements knead
vigorously for twenty minutes or
the same as tbe natural diare
the board frequently to
fluids. F. A. Shurtleff A Co., more, flouring
the dough from sticking to it,
outh Paris, Williamson & Kimball, prevent

Planing, Sawing

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Μ

Ο

TO CURE A
Take Laxative
AU druggists
fails to cure.
on each box.

50 cents.

Also Window & Door Frames.

by

Ο

Α

118.—Siiy

for

I will furnlah DOOK8 aad WINDOWS of u>y
reaa» mibte prioea.
3l*e or 3tyla
Ν. B.—The price· and terms ara aa foUowa:
Να 1—In Buckram Cloth, the «et complete tot
«LOO caah and S3.00 par month. Pile·, S4&oa
No. l-In Half Morocco, 12.00 caah, and KOI
If ta «ut ot it; kind of Ralafc tor Iaaldo or
par mouth. Price, Ιβο.οα
Outride work, and ta your order·. Plae Li»
Να S—Id Sheep, tan color, S3.00 caah, and SUM oer and SUagta· oa hand Cheap tor OMfc.
per month. Price, ITS. 00.
,
* 10 par cent deducted (too the above prices U
and
fell amount la paid wtthia thirty daja attar receipt
Milnbti Sard Wood Vim Board* tor aala.
of hooka
For Sale

R

D

No. Ιΐβ.—Word Puaaies: Sark. spark;
violet, violent; owl, bowl; cow. crow;
witch, switch; cane, canoe; bow, brow;
frost, forest; Bute, brute; Bacon, beacon.
No. 117.—Charade: Cast-a-net
to Be Discovered: 1.
No.
3. Moccann.
2. Wisconsin.
Abffixth.
4. Rairtit. 5. Peprin. 6. Tocsin.

We have many patterns that will

Builders'

State

Ν

Ε

orem.

Thirty-six

COUPON

BEAR

No. 115.—Single Acrostic: Primais,
violet. 1. Vegetable. 2. Infallible. 3.
Oblation. 4. Lime. 5. Epoch. 6. The-

Store.

paper and border your

LION

Ν
11 Ε

Variety

monthly

everyeasy reach, and the chances are
that when this offer is once withdrawn,
that such an opportunity will

of the

the Pnaaler.
Key
No. 111.—Diamond: 1. S. 2. Hem. 8.
Haven. 4. Several. 5. Mercy. 6. Nay.
7. L.
No. 112.—Illustrated Acrostic: Lighthouse. Egg. Teapot. Tie. Ear. Rose.
Sun.
No. 113.—An Enigma of Spring: 1 to 5,
maple; β to 12, arbutus; 13 to 19, dogwood; 20 to 26, cowslip; 27 to 31, bluet
No. 114.—Hollow Squares:
ΠΙ.
IL
L
to

-AT-

body's

edition

Down from the wall I took my harp
My muse to reinspire.
But, oh, the pain was quick and sharp;
It proved to be a lyre!

NEW

_

Again

prepaid.

Jut So.

164 Tremont St., BOSTON.

Bear In Mind That *** °.ffer b
Limited
So do not Delay* for
^irreat librair
Never Before ^
been within

Never

A little schoolgirl was recently asked
what a poacher was.
"A poacher." she said, "is a fried egg!"
Another child in the same class defined
• palmer a· "a man who walks on his
hands."

Send $1.30 and the TOY will be

30 Superb Octavo volumes will be
Delivered Free Into your Home. The

balance you can pay in small

Definition·.

Rift MIS

delivered e*pressage

faction and leave skill.
paper toy and leave a pro-

gain.
Amputate mocks and leave intellect.

PUYS SMO MUSK

KPtATS MOTIffR G00SI

a

a verb.
Amputate strong thread and leave to

A TOY GRAPHOPHONE
SMS NIRSÎIY SONGS

a

Amputate desire and leave

Ihwwr tfcere are children Ibere sàottld also be

Britannica

installments, But

noun.

Willi PHONOGRAPH COMPUIT

The New Werner
Edition of the....

article.

Amputate
Amputate

qatckly ascertain

Scientific American.

him

an aching
Now be comes home with
feelback, aching head, aching limbs,

««WWJton

grees.

Thefc steamers meet every demand of modern
steamship service In safety, speed, comfort and
luxury of traveling.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester. New York, etc.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Manager.
T. M Rartlett, Agent.

EDITH. Δ NICE JERM-A popular
play dramatized from a book of the same

Anyone «ending » sketch and description ma?
our opinion free whether an
Invention la probably patentable. Communie·ttona strictly roulldenttaL Handbook on I'tceuu
aent free. Oldest amener for securing patents.
Patenta taken through Munu A Co. recelT·
•periai notic', without charge, tu tho

use

10 χ

carestores.

elegant steamers, "Gov.
leave
"Bay State" alternately
Kranklln Wharf, Portland, and India Wharf,
P.
7.00
at
Boston,
M., dally, Sundays excepted.

cleanses, soothe > and hi· tie
the diseased membrai.e.
It cures catarrh and di os
«wiy a cold m tLo bead
quickly.

gowned

remember. Brass mounted tripods, 65 cents. Ferrotype plates,
in., only 20 cents.
14, only 7 cents. Albums, 51-2x7
emb. edge, 5 1-2x6 1 -a, only 10 cents per dozen. Cheaper ones at 8cts'
We are in a position to offer you the lowest prices. When you find other·
we do, then you will find us a
drop
selling the same grade at the same price
lower. Get our prices before purchasing.
to

you

np «ο—

ek„owo

and

The staunch
Dlngley" and

th!

hor8®^ck®

All tired out—
Once a day'· work didn't

....

KK2

CATARRH

elopbantjbut

paying

sL

BOSTON

Haine.

Part·,
Mar. 11,1Λ1.

Mouth

^e °^

I

Norway.

91 Main St.,

^mU«ion

andjf

strap, nickel trimmed,

single

S^O ρΛοΓοΟ* «JJ-2

They had been away nearly a year, and
spent over $4000. They reported that herder to get the price pf
the feriwah, the particular kind of bird than
any other human being kι the
of paradise from which the plumes are
world. What's more, I believe be real
extinct.
is
taken,
the clrcue better than
It is a part uWhe Mahometan creed to ly enjoys
fuse
s*nash the noses of all idols they may gro, though he doesn't make any
When they invaded India,
come across.
negro, as every clrcue man
they defaced in this way every Hindoo
and sometimes has a dingy look, as
god. A figure of Vishnu cut in green knows will sell the family cook stove
ashes.
with
mixed
the
of
bed
Ganges toget" money to «0 the
though
jade was buried in the
during this invasion, and is now preserv- the Indian will barter off hisi»W»
is
the
It
Benares.
in
only
There are various ways of making ed in a temple
even hie roo®
all the old idols, hie equaw or
bread—with milk, water, potatoes, etc.- perfect image left of
ticket
hie horse, to g
the
that
poBseeelon,
is
such
priests
its
and
sanctity
but the two points, sweetness and lightoffered for it its After the negro comee the CblnamoA.
have
Allahabad
at
ness, remain always the ohief considerawith two magtion. If milk is used, it should be weight in gold, together
the eyes of
scalded and cooled; this prevents its nificent rubies, formerly
Buddha. But they' cannot buy it.
souring. Next comes the mixing or
An
earl, whose wealth is
sponging of the bread. This is not a countedEnglieh
of thousands, has
hundreds
by
chemical
an
actual
but
HT) nromptly on circus day with his BO
mere mixture,
a splendid collection of Greek statuary.
use
cannot
as
we
combination; but,
cente thoiigh oobody knows where he
to
beon
has
possess
water enough to alone effect this, it His great ambition
la the greatert
of which two only got It Bui the Indian
must be supplemented by kneading, and a Samian Apollo,
Last
No. 131.—Ealm·.
in
existence.
be
known to
comes our most important point. were
thus
clrcos .a known
I'm not a parent aud never was;
had news from his agent that
The excellence of bread depends much year he
I'm neither a 1,2—3,4, 5—6—7,8. True,
been unearthed in a village Among the Indians as 'the heap big
the thoroughness of its kneading. another had
upon
I am a 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, because
brothers' ahow.' It la the ooly clrom
First work the dough in the pan until it near Athens.
I present many objects to view.
The real value of such a statue is that attracts the red man. and be wal
loses part of its stickiness; then thickly
but Greek law strictly for1, 2, 3's a god and part of a lock.
flour the board, flour the hands, takeout about 16000,
for Its yearly appearaoce ω
While 4 is nothing at all;
the export to foreign countries of
the dough, and knead rapidly and con- bids
"
the a. he a wait β the
The
bought
δ, 6, 7 will often strike with a shock,
agent
tinuously by drawing the dough farth- any antiques.
en set to
t*
and
finder
While 8 is a particle smalL
its
from
statue
est from you over to the centre, and
to smuggle it out of the country.
1, 2 is dad. "3, 4," said the lad
pressing it down with the ball of the work
from
When asked if he waen't too bold.
his find removed to a little- made op of Indlaoa. They come
hand. Repeat this several times, then He had
on the west coast as far as 200 miles on
known
0, 6, 7, S's a city we read of with pity,
village
fishing
the
turn the dough around and knead
starting on their long
Where a mother was weeping of old.
chartered a steam yacht
other side, and so on, until every part is of Greece and
it. But the government officials
clreoe dote and
thoroughly and evenly kneaded. This to fetch
is
No. 122.—A Tri» Abroad.
the
his project and
Apollo
oo the morning of
will take about fifteen or twenty minutes. got wind of
promptly
museum.
000000
When you first begin, the dough will be now in an Athens
oooooooooo
An enterprising Australian millionaire
soft and sticky, but will become less so
■
a trip to Peru some
took
ooooo
the longer you knead, and when you can named Leonard
the
of
flocks
saw
ooooooooo
He
great
knead it on an unfloured, dry board, the years ago.
Being
alpaca wandering on the Andes. struck
From a capital city of North America kneading may be discontinued.
In the shape of moccasins and bows
he was
wool
himself,
a
on
located
grower
to a capital city of Europe,
resolved
He
floeco.
their
with
a„d
fapeddle aroood »wn and
of
a
splendid
Italy
the Baltic; thence to
city
! Kneading renders the gluten so elastic to buy some and take them home. He in this way gets money for
mous as the birthplace of a celebrated
of
is
that the dough
expanding found that the Peruvian government mission ticket His squaw bring"
capable
explorer; thence to a famous French batto twice its bulk without breaking or absolutely prohibited their export. He
tlefield.
low baskets and has to bustle
it away to tried
set
After
this, you
cracking.
by chartering a special ship, to
rise. Give it time to fully expand, but smuggle some off, but was unsuccessful. own ticket They 8eneraU^
No. 123.—A PopaUr Maxim.
the
be careful that the dough does not fall, Then the idea occurred to him of taking couples astride of a pony,
He market Is overcrowded with Indian rei
as it is then sour, and nothing can be them out of the country eastwards.
added to restore the original sweetness. bought a large flock, engaged trusty men les they will sell the nag.
Soda is sometimes used, but does not ac- and had the creatures driven over the
"When the show trains ωπ
complish the object. This falling or passes, 18,000 feet above the sea level, these western towne early In the mornconsumsouring is caused by the yeast
and then clean across the continent to ing 200 and 300 tents have aiready been
ing or eating up every atom of flour. It Buenos Ayres. This little expedition
the Indians some of which
to
the
be
added
of
flour
a handful
dough, cost him $15,000. But the long march pitched by
the night before. Their
arrived
have
it
be
and the dough
pressed down,
had so weakened the alpacas that they
almost as Interesting as
Is
little
colony
might stand, then, perhaps another hour, all died on the voyage.
It le a veritab e ba
or until this flour is consumed, without
The most expensive picture kro^n is the circus Itftlf.
the Raphael in the National gallery of Mar of relics and papoose
Next comes the molding. After this England, which cost the ration $330,000. While the old squaws are getting
dough is very light, divide it carefully It cannot be bought. Another famous breakfast the children are
What popular maxim is hero illustrât into loaves; knead lightly on the board
p'cture by the same great artist is in games and the chiefs are, taking: ft
until formed; place each one in its own possession of a country equire in the
ed?—New York Journal.
y
knlckknacks to the market.
sheet
from
made
are
pan (the best pans
Midlands. Ho is not a rich man, and it the first ones after the doors of the big
and
four
I iron, eight inches long,
No. 124.—A Wheel.
wide,
must have been a temptation when a
opened to land °n the b ue
I four deep), and stand again until double millionaire baron sent him an offer ac- tenU
h
înniro
Thpv
fill a good part of the
I its bulk.
comoanied by a blank check. The check
the
Now comes the baking, which is equal- was
returned.
Undiscouraged, the arena, and tbey never move during
ly important. There are several ways of baron made a defipite offer—$250,000 entire performance. Applause
I testing the oven without a thermometer. down and $10,000 a year for life. The
to them. The, make Μ Mtte
I One is the baker's method; he throws owner refused.
ehow of enthusiasm as their brotne
I flour on the floor of the oven; if it browns One of the most perfect safes in the în wood in front of the white man's cl· « 6 a.
r. » » o
quickly, without taking fire, the heat is world is in a church at Genoa, Italy. In
If the trick elephant were
I Buflicient; or, if you can hold your hand it is a vase cut from a single emerald.
center pole, they wooldno
the
to
climb
I in the oven while you count twenty It is 12 1-2 inches in diameter and 5 3-4
I slowly, it is right; or, if you use a ther- inches high. No other emerald ap- doubt enjoy the performancebutth
of suit»
mometer, three hundred and sixty de- proaching this size is known. A mil- would make no more show
»hnn if thev were molded from clay.
I
The bread should bo in the oven

^

best machine

the

All Camert,
Eastman Kodak·, 20 per
The Brownie Camera
from catalogue prices.
discount
cent
to
50 per
30
cents per dozen.
for the boys and girls.
4x5 Dry Plates, 33
Stanley
to 8 cents less.
You would
Second
dozen.
5
cents
quality
χ
per
4 5, 35
them—a
Hills was not selling
point for
be
45 cents per dozen if

f

«rôr:.

Tucker Harness Store.

!
Largest Stock
cent discount from catalogue.

"Too may talk about your city' dreus
ffoera" said the old clrcue man, Dut
the tadlan. the wild.
of the plains, has got them all beaten
to death. Tberç'e no clrcue goer In th

—-«s

Harness

I
Supplies
Lowest Prices !

"'"•H*™

world like the North American aborlg
He will travel farther, endure

——

Photo

A„.. «. m ».· «·
O. to Λ.
the Perforai»·". ·»· Tklrd
I U Held by Chi»·*·»·

iSng

AT THE

I

perienced person can determine the
grade of flour with accuracy; but a few
hints will enable any one to know what
not to buy. Good flour adheres to the
hand, and, when pressed, shows the imprint of the lines of the skin. Its tint is
Never buy that which has
cream white.
a blue-white tinge. Poor flour is not
adhesive, may be blown about easily,

INDIAN8 HAVE THE WILDEST CRAZE
FOR THE TENTED 8HOW&

rd^ron^onboLs..

τ

FOR

a

temperature.

1 INo rule can be given by which an

duced him to authorize this.
inexLast June the plume hunters returned.

Kodaks, Cameras,

THE CIRCUS HABIT.

'*°™/

$10 will buy

it sticks.
Nothing
breaks away from it.
MAJOR'S
to
Stick
CEMENT. Buy once,
you will buy foris
There
ever.

don't

as

GEO. A. WILSON.
Referee In Bankruptcy.

CEMENT; you know

I nothing

for]

In the District Court of the United State·
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
1
In the matter of
EDGAR F. HODS DOS, of J In Bankruptcy.

Ho. 120.—Geographical Puil*.
Fill the blanks with the names of citFor example, Pari· ia the city for
ies.
the eighth blank.
and
likes to (2)
My brother (1)
in every
wants to see all the (3)
around
place he visits. He goes (4)
everywhere, and once when he went past
Infuriated dog rushed out
an old (5)
at him.
himHe, fearing the dog waa (β)
his
self of his hand luggage and, (7)
overcoat around his left arm, received
the beast's teeth in it, while he gripped
it firmly with his right hand.
The animal was soon secured, and all
that my brother said was: "I must have
ruined."
•ome new glove·. This (8)
Our sister Anna was at college with
him, and when she cried and laughed
over his narrow escape he said: "PshawI
It was all (9)
; don't make a fuss
about if"
He was a capital student, but he liked
brisk competition, so he was glad to (10)
in his classes and confided to her all
his scrapes.

EVEN MEN OF

On the top of the Prince of Wales'
coronet is a small tuft of feathers.
The wife of a rich Manchester cotton
spinner endeavored to get some similar.
She was told that there were none on
the market. This made her the more
anxious to procure them. "I don't mind
spending £100," she said. The plume
seller smiled. "They will cost you the
price of a special expedition to New
Guinea," he observed. Her husband
was enormously wealthy, and she in-

THE ART OF BREAD MAKING.
Good flour and pure yeast are absolute necessities in making good bread.
Flour should never be stored in a room
with sour liquids, nor with fish, onions
It readily absorbs odors
or kerosene.
that are perceptible to the sense. Δ
damp cellar should be avoided, as flour
is peculiarly sensitive to atmospheric influences. Keep in a dry, airy room, and
neither freezing nor
In a
roasting

Ho. ll&v—A

THAT

MILLIONS CAN NOT PUBCHA8E.

Comm. Oxford Democrat, Pari», Maine.

ΡI L LS

rafi

TREA8URE8 OF THE WORLD.

HOMEMAKERS COLUMN.

about

WmKitteY

prominent Montreal clergyman, the Rev. James
H. Dixon, Rector St .Xmles and Hon. Canon of
Christ Church Cathedral, write· "Permit me to
send you a few line* to strongly recommend
A

I have used It with

I'bkbt Davis' Ρλικ-Killkr.

satiafaction for tlilrty-flve years. It is a preparation which deserves full public confidence."
A

A full line of these ranges

for

Pain-Killer iff"
III II

g

Cramps, Ac.

_______
Two

There is only

one

sure cure

seen

Mc. and 80c.

Sites,
Paln-Killer,

Perry DftVl·/

at Hobbs'

be

can

Variety Store.

Saving in fuel

makes it economy

Satsuma Interior Enamels1 to discard jour old range.
are better than
They work easy, make

paint.

smooth surface, and any one can apply them to
walls, ceilings, inside woodwork, pantries, kitchens and furniture. Many
The surface Is nonbeautiful tints.
absorbent and can be kept bright and
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.
Don't pay fancy prices when your dealer will

50 cents

a

increase in
1

furnish vou "Satsuma Interior Enamel·" at the
same price aa ordinary paint
FREE Color card and our booklet, "How to
Refurnish the Home Without Buying New fur-

niture."

Made

by Heath

&

MUligan M'f'g Co.,

Chicago.
Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach
Muralo.
and Spar Varnish,
Ac.,
Maenry's Railroad and Liquid Paints,
For sale

by

S. P. MAXIM 4

«OUTH PARIS,

SON,

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn,

Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Naoaea,
Sick Headache, Qastralgia.Crampaand
all other résulte of imperfect digestion.
rraM»»«*r«.c.BMiiTT «<·)>, Qiw»

makes it easy to

New-

New-

In-Weekly

UNE of «âme date,
also Domestic and
CorreForeign

spondence, Short

tratlona, Humorou» Item», indus,
Information,
Fashion Note·,
Agricultural Matter· and Compte·
henalve and reliable Financial and
Market reporta.

I'ublltbed

fribune

We furnish it
with TflJC OXFORD DEMO.
CBAT tor
per year.

01

Th anility, mJ
k'n»ivn for nearly
!o erflxiy ;eart M
of
fry litt
il
L'oiic t sutei
rwEf
u Suiljntl
toe

Scmtpsper of fa
highest clan,
rllltf
tanil· ruD'l

en. It contain
lœcor
all the inott
Hi
tant tient of

York

t'Mi.r thisVS'K up

toboeriif

u
Kolng tu preu,Pt

Agr'culturtlof

tM

l>*rtment
tu
ulgbeat onler,
eiitertalnlag r»ltrirf
lag for
ux
member at u1
family, οΙΊ

Weekly

Begnlar aub•crlutlon price,
$1JO per year.
,

own

Family Newspsper

Published Mod·
day, Wednesday
and FrMay, la In
reality a floe, freah
every other day
Dally, giving the
on
latest new·
daya of laaoe, and
of
new·
covering
the,other three. It
contain* all Important foreign cable
which apnew·
TUB
in
pear·
DAILY Τ SI B-

trial

yon eat.

It artificially digeste the food and aida
Nature In strengthening and reconstructing the exhausted digestive or·
*ans. It lathe latest discovered digeet·
aut and tonic. No other preparation
can approach it in efficiency. It in*
diantly relieves and permanently cures

price,

payment, without

fhe People's National

fork

Cure

week

of these modern ranges.

HA VIVE.

Kodol

Dyspepsia
Digests what

one

a

Uarktl
ν*
foung,
Kepurtu wbkb
acevpte<l

u <·-

tliorlty by larWl*
w·
an·! country "
chanu, tail
clean,

up-hhitK·
I I*

lotervi'tlDg an
atructl re

Regular

!«>■

acrtptluo prie*>
tl M per year.

Tribune

}
We furnlthοι
with rue
FORD Of*1]
Μ
CHAT (or
per year

^
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Paris.
H isad «II order* to THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT, South

